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AGENDA
PART A ITEMS
1.

APOLOGIES FOR NON-ATTENDANCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

RECOMMENDED
MINUTE FORMAT

All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the
meeting or as soon as possible thereafter, any personal or
personal and prejudicial interest in any item(s) being considered
at this meeting.
3.

MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF THE BOARD HELD ON 11
MARCH AND 14 MAY 2009
To approve as a correct record the Minutes of the meetings of the
Policy and Organisation Board held on 11 March and 14 May
2009 (copies herewith).

4.

DEPUTATIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.5
(NOTE: The Board is required to receive a deputation(s) on a
matter which is before the meeting of the Board provided that
notice of the intended deputation and its object shall have been
received by the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on Monday, 22
June 2009. The total time for deputations in favour and against a
proposal shall not exceed 10 minutes).

5.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS – STANDING ORDER 3.6
(NOTE: The Board is required to allow a total of 15 minutes for
questions from members of the public on matters within the terms
of reference of the Board provided that notice of such Question(s)
shall have been submitted to the Borough Solicitor by 12 noon on
Monday, 22 June 2009).

6.

PUSH BUSINESS PLAN REVIEW 2009
To present the PUSH Business Plan, as approved by the Joint
Committee in March, for approval by this Board (report attached).

7.

A PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO COMMUNITY COHESION
To seek Board approval for the development of a partnership
approach toward community cohesion through the Gosport
Partnership (report attached).
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PART II
Contact Officer:
Ian Lycett
Ext 5201
PART II
Contact Officer:
Mandy Baggaley
Ext 5695
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8.

BUILDING CONTROL PARTNERSHIP: ANNUAL UPDATE AND
ANNUAL REVIEW
To update the Board on the progress and financial outturn of the
Building Control Partnership in the financial year ending March
2009 and to request confirmation of the continuation of the
Partnership under the terms of the current legal agreement
(report attached).

9.

APPROVAL OF THE 2008/09 STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
This report sets out the background to the requirement for
members to approve the 2008/09 Statement of Accounts, which
is shortly to be made available for public inspection and audit,
together with some brief notes on the Statement and outturn
position (report attached).

10.

ANY OTHER ITEMS
which the Chairman determines should be considered, by reason
of special circumstances, as a matter of urgency.
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PART II

Contact Officer:
John Shaw
01329 824450

PART II
Contact Officer:
John Norman
Ext 5316

Agenda item no.
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POLICY & ORGANISATION BOARD
24th JUNE 2009
PUSH BUSINESS PLAN REVIEW
2009
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
FOR DECISION

Board/Committee:
Date of meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

PURPOSE
The Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) is required to produce a
Business Plan each year to set out its proposed actions and priorities. In turn
the Business Plan must be individually approved by the eleven Local Authority
partners, to provide the mandate for the PUSH Joint Committee to take the
necessary decisions and actions to implement the Business Plan. This report
presents the PUSH Business Plan, as approved by the Joint Committee in
March, for approval by this Board.
RECOMMENDATION
The Board approves the PUSH Business Plan 2009-11 as a basis for the
operations of the PUSH Joint Committee.

1.0

Background

1.1

The Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) is required to
produce a Business Plan each year to set out its proposed actions
and priorities, which in turn must be individually approved by the
eleven Local Authority partners, to provide the mandate for the PUSH
Joint Committee to take the necessary decisions and actions to
implement the Business Plan.

1.2

The 2009/10 Business Plan review has essentially been an exercise
in focussing the document on delivery actions and priorities for the
period 2009-11. Therefore the new Plan (Appendix A) is an update
and supplement to the more comprehensive original Business Plan,
but supersedes the original Plan in respect of actions, commitments
and priorities. The new Plan will be supplemented by detailed theme
based Action Plans (see paragraph 2.3 below). The Business Plan
review process began in early January.
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2.0

Proposals

2.1

The Business Plan follows the same broad style as the existing Plan
with separate chapters on the four main PUSH themes, a section on
Financing the Strategy, which also covers the work of the new
External Funding and Resources Theme, and a Transport Chapter
summarising the priorities and overall approach of the Transport for
South Hampshire Joint Committee, which leads on sub-regional
transport matters in South Hampshire, working alongside PUSH.

2.2

The Partnership has agreed a new Delivery Panel structure and
theme leads at both Member and Chief Executive level and it is
expected that the Business Plan will become a more useful working
document and a framework for the activity of each theme. The
Business Plan was developed alongside the emerging Budget and
Capital Programme, which has strengthened the rigour of the
prioritisation process and ensured that the new Business Plan and the
budget are very closely aligned.

2.3

The Business Plan gave prominence to the impact of the recession on
Performance Targets and progress against MAA outcomes, better
identifies cross cutting links between projects and themes, and
secures greater engagement at the Delivery Panels, where more
detailed Action Plans will be expected to be produced and agreed
with detailed proposals and specific and attributed actions to deliver
the Business Plan objectives.

2.4

The PUSH Joint Committee considered the Business Plan at its
meeting on 19th March. After a wide ranging debate, The Joint
Committee resolved to approve the Business Plan, including revisions
to reflect the concerns of the Joint Committee, relating principally to
the need for stronger statements about the impact of the recession
and clear identification of those targets which could no longer be met
in the short term. Authority to finalise the wording of the document
was delegated to the Managing Director, in consultation with the
Chairman and Vice Chairmen of PUSH. This process has now been
completed, and the final version of the Business Plan is attached to
this report.

2.5

A more fundamental review of the Business Plan will take place in
2009/10, drawing upon the proposed review of the South Hampshire
Economic Development Strategy and work associated with the early
stages of evidence collection for the review of the Regional Spatial
Strategy and the Regional Economic Strategy. This will provide a firm
evidence base upon which targets and priorities will be reviewed in
the next iteration of the PUSH Business Plan.
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3.0

Conclusion

3.1

The proposed Business Plan presents a focused and concise
summary of the strategic priorities and actions for PUSH and
partners. It is considered to be prudent to carry out a more
fundamental review of the Business Plan in 2009/10, supported by an
updated evidence base. In the meantime, the new Business Plan is
considered to provide a robust and structured framework for
developing the theme based action plans, for guiding PUSH activity,
and as a foundation for the Performance Framework.

3.2

During 2009-2011, PUSH financial contributions to projects in Gosport
are currently:
£3.4M – The Rowner Regeneration Scheme
£75,000 – Gosport Waterfront Master Planning
£50,000 – Transport for South Hampshire (Access to Gosport)

Nil
Nil
See Corporate Plan

Financial implications:
Legal implications:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:

Many of the major development
projects within the Borough will rely
on the continuing support of our
partners in PUSH.
The Council’s support for PUSH is
essential if it is to continue to attract
sub-regional funding.
Appendix A – PUSH Business Plan
Nil
Ian Lycett

Risk Assessment:

Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:
Report author/Lead Officer:
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APPENDIX A

PUSH Business Plan
Update 2009-11
“South Hampshire Means Business”
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Foreword
PUSH continues to make significant progress and our clear goal remains to improve the
economic performance of the sub-region and to narrow the gap of disadvantage that holds
us back. This is all the more important in the current economic climate.
This update of our Business Plan incorporates significant developments since the first
Business Plan was published in 2008. A further £16.682m (capital) and £1.422m (revenue)
of New Growth Point funding has been secured and the first multi-area agreement for South
Hampshire has been signed by local and national partners to support an increased focus on
delivery by all who have a part to play in ensuring our ambitious plans are met. Many of the
actions from that agreement are complete or well underway including the establishment of a
multi-agency Employment and Skills Board. Furthermore, PUSH’s governance structures
have been overhauled to ensure a relentless focus on delivery including providing a voice for
businesses across the sub-region through the PUSH Business Group. So PUSH continues
to be a force to be reckoned with.
However, circumstances have changed significantly since the original South Hampshire
Strategy was incorporated into the draft South East Plan in 2006 and even since the MAA
was signed last summer. It is now clear, as spelt out in the Plan, that some targets are
simply unachievable on the original timetables as a result of the recession. PUSH accepts
the need to adapt to those changes. Therefore, this business plan outlines how PUSH is
responding to both the immediate impacts of the recession, and also to the changed
circumstances affecting the longer term delivery programme; Government too has a role to
play in recognising and responding to changed economic circumstances affecting its
partnership with PUSH. We intend to commission a refresh of the evidence base and
strategy to inform a more comprehensive overhaul of our Business Plan in 2010, including
developing revised targets based on a firm evidence. This review will also feed into the
forthcoming development of the first Integrated Regional Strategy, which will emerge from
the reviews of the Regional Spatial and Regional Economic Strategies.
We are proud of what PUSH has already achieved for the sub-region in such a short period
of time and we are committed to ensuring that we achieve ever more for the benefit of
people living, working and visiting in South Hampshire.
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PURPOSE OF PLAN
This refresh of the PUSH business plan updates the previous plan (2008-11) incorporating
the targets and actions arising from the South Hampshire Multi-Area Agreement (MAA)
signed in July 2008 and taking into account progress made and significant changes in
circumstances over the last 12 months. It does not seek to be a comprehensive review of
the previous plan (which will be undertaken for the plan to be adopted in 2010). Prior to that
review PUSH has not sought to revise its short term targets preferring instead to develop a
sound evidence base for doing so. Nevertheless, we and the Government both recognise
that the current economic crisis will mean that a number of the current short term targets are
simply no longer valid or achievable (including a number set out in the South Hampshire
Agreement). Those targets considered to be unachievable as a result of the recession are
highlighted in the Plan.
Each PUSH Delivery Panel is responsible for producing and maintaining a detailed delivery
plan for its theme which should include detailed actions and projects, timescales/milestones
and responsibilities for each action. The lead Member and Chief Executive for each Delivery
Panel is accountable to the PUSH Joint Committee for implementation of those delivery
plans.
It retains the three main purposes of the previous plan, i.e. to:
•
•
•

demonstrate the ambitious vision that PUSH has for South Hampshire and the steps
being taken to deliver it in challenging circumstance;
demonstrate how PUSH is working with partners such as Government Agencies, the
business community and others to delivery this vision; and
encourage investment in South Hampshire.

The Plan does not repeat the background material included in the previous plan (unless
there have been significant changes in the last 12 months). It sets out the key actions to
deliver the South Hampshire Strategy to be undertaken over the next two years by PUSH, its
constituent local authorities and it partners both individually and collaboratively. It does not
set out to detail existing “mainstream activities” of partner organisations, such as the
Learning and Skills Council, Jobcentre Plus, Business Link and local authorities which would
take place regardless. Rather, it sets out the transformational, additional actions and
opportunities to “re-shape” existing plans and programmes to support PUSH aims and
deliver the step change. The high level action plans set out in this business plan stem from,
and should be read in the context of, separate strategies for specific themes such as the
Sub-Regional Housing Strategy and the South Hampshire Transport Strategy developed by
Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH).
This plan also outlines the resources required to deliver the plan, whether or not those
resources have yet been secured, how further resources are to be secured and the ways in
which PUSH conducts its business to support delivery of the plan. It is clear that the current
level of resources committed to PUSH projects is substantially less than that which is
required to deliver the strategy and therefore the plan also sets out the innovative
mechanisms PUSH is exploring to secure additional resources.
In particular, it also addressed the key challenges and risks posed to delivery of the South
Hampshire Strategy, including those arising from the economic recession, and details
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PUSH’s approach to adapting to those changes and mitigating/responding to those risks.
Given the current economic uncertainty, now is not considered the right time for a
comprehensive review of PUSH long term plans. Initial study work to inform a more
comprehensive review will be initiated later in the year to inform next year’s business plan
and to feed into statutory processes such as the development of the first Integrated Regional
Strategy.
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PUSH Business Plan: contents
CONTENTS

Volume I
Chapter

Page

1

Context and Strategy

7

2

Economic Development

16

3

Transport

25

4

Community infrastructure And Sustainability

29
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Housing and Planning

35
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Creating Quality Places

39

7

Supporting delivery and Partnership Development

43

8

Financing the Strategy

45

Appendix 1: Indicative Map of Development Proposals
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1

CONTEXT AND STRATEGY

Adapting to changing circumstances
Market conditions
1.1

PUSH recognises that the context in which this plan, and the South Hampshire
Strategy that underpins it, are being delivered is ever-changing. This is particularly
case with the current upheaval in the economy which brings uncertainty, makes long
term planning difficult and requires flexibility and responsiveness.

1.2

PUSH remains completely committed to its long term economic and regeneration
goals and to the delivery of the housing, infrastructure, facilities and services
necessary to achieve them. We also recognise that the current economic crisis will
inevitably make some of our short term targets unachievable (including a number of
targets in the South Hampshire Agreement) and will therefore substantially alter the
likely trajectory of progression towards our long term goals. For example, the
slowdown in the housing market inevitably means that targets for the delivery of new
housing will not be achieved in the short term..

1.3

It has not been possible in the period of review of this Plan to undertake the
fundamental review of the evidence base that would be required to revise and reprofile the targets. Nor would it be sensible or feasible to do so while the economic
climate is so volatile. Therefore, we have highlighted throughout this plan those short
term targets that are considered to be unachievable in the current economic climate.

1.4

PUSH remains committed to its long term goals and, therefore, recognises that while
there will be a severe short term impact on delivery against targets, deficits in
performance in the short term are likely to be recovered in later years through
prudent investments and enabling of projects that will delivery substantial longer term
outcomes.

1.5

Furthermore, recognising that the context (economic or otherwise) is likely to be
significantly different as the economy emerges from recession, PUSH will
commission during 2009 a review and update of the evidence base that underpins
the South Hampshire Strategy. The results of that work will be incorporated into a
full review and three-year roll-forward of this business plan in 2010 (including revised
short-term targets) and will provide the basis for PUSH’s input to the forthcoming
development of the Integrated Regional Strategy.

1.6

This does not, mean that PUSH is complacent about delivery in the short term.
Rather the current challenging economic circumstances mean that we are
strengthening our efforts to support the economy and people of South Hampshire
and to ensuring the necessary infrastructure and investment is made to support the
sub-regional economy now and as the recovery begins. To that end we have
adapted our short term strategy and delivery focus to respond to rapidly changing
market conditions. In summary, this means that PUSH will:
•

Prioritise projects that are less sensitive to market fluctuations, such as estate
renewal projects where a substantial proposition of the housing to be delivered is
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social or subsidised housing, or projects that are public sector led. This will
include identifying opportunities to invest in projects where the funding gap
reduces during a down-turn, such as those that involve significant land
acquisitions. Conversely PUSH will be cautious about investing in projects where
poor market conditions lead to higher funding deficits.
•

Take this opportunity to enable longer-term projects that, while not viable in the
current market, will become so as the economy recovers. This may involve
investing in enabling infrastructure, early land assembly to take account of
favourable market conditions or forward funding feasibility or design projects. We
will also look to take advantage of the promised additional Government
investment in public infrastructure to ensure that South Hampshire is well placed
to deliver quickly and effectively once the recover starts to take effect.

•

Where it is appropriate to do so at a sub-regional level, invest in projects that aim
to protect the people of South Hampshire from the effects of the recession
particularly through investment in employment and skills projects. We will also be
working with partners to ensure that South Hampshire is in the best possible
position to take advantage of the upturn when it comes.

•

As described in the previous chapters, explore with partners options for
innovative funding of projects, particularly where early public sector investment
can be recouped through income later in the life of a projects when the economy
is in better shape, whether that return comes through land values, developer
contributions or other forms of income generation.

The South Hampshire Strategy
1.7

The South Hampshire Strategy sets out an ambitious 20-year vision for securing
prosperity and a high quality of life for people who live in the sub-region. It aims to
build on the character and strengths of the two cities of Southampton and
Portsmouth and their associated travel to work areas as drivers for economic growth
and physical renewal, strengthen existing communities and extend the range of
housing available to meet the needs of all people who live in the sub-region. By
conserving and enriching our natural and historic environment it aims to enhance the
quality of life of anyone who lives in, works in or visits the sub-region.

1.8

The sub-regional strategy that has been developed and adopted by shared by the 11
local authorities 1 that make up the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH),
working with other public agencies and partners from all sectors. Our objectives can
be summarised as follows:
•

promoting economic success by seeking to create a diverse economy where
business, enterprise and individuals can flourish, underpinned by modern skills;

1

The eleven local authorities that are members of PUSH are the unitary authorities of Portsmouth and
Southampton, the city Council of Winchester, borough councils of Eastleigh, Fareham, Gosport,
Havant and Test Valley, the district councils of East Hampshire and New Forest, and Hampshire
County Council.
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1.9

•

providing the homes we need in sustainable communities;

•

building more cohesive communities and reducing inequalities, closing the gap
between deprived areas and the economic performance of PUSH sub-region;

•

investing in infrastructure and sustainable solutions;

•

promoting a better quality of life by safeguarding our environment and investing in
our urban areas.

Our approach is one of managed, conditional growth. To be sustainable, housing
and economic growth need to move in step, underpinned by the timely provision of
the necessary infrastructure. This approach is woven into these objectives and
underpins this business plan. This is a long-term endeavour, which requires a
sustained focus over at least the next 20 years. Therefore, this plan’s main aim is to
set out what we will do in the next couple of years to lay the foundations for delivery.

Promoting economic success
1.10

Sustained and increased economic growth is the main driver for the sub-regional
strategy, in particular bringing growth rates up to and above the Regional average.
The sub-region has a sound economy but it is, and has historically, lagged behind
the South East and under-performed in relation to its potential. Our strategy is
therefore to support the sub-regional economy during the current economic crisis
and, over the medium to long term, to strengthen and enhance the South Hampshire
economy; improve our skills base and tackle barriers to employment and enterprise;
promote business sectors with the potential to perform well and address underperformance in others including through increase inward investment. A PUSH
Business Group has been established to advise and support the Joint Committee,
the Economic Development Delivery and the Programme Board. Its role will be
particularly important in the forthcoming review of the economic development
strategy as well as in advising on business priorities for responding to the recession.
Economic outcomes 2006-26
• Raise the annual growth rate in the sub-regional GVA (Gross Value Added) from
2.75% pa to 3.5% pa including closing the gap between those areas which are lagging
behind the sub regional average growth rate and those areas performing more
strongly.
• Create 59,000 net new jobs, particularly in key knowledge based sectors.
• Provide 2 million square metres of new employment space fit for modern business
needs, including a new location at Eastleigh Riverside.
• Increase innovation and business start ups, provide effective support to growing
companies and support improved productivity more generally.
• Improve skills levels throughout the workforce particularly in those sectors where skills
deficits are most acute.
• Increase economic activity by improving the skills and employability of people
currently outside the labour market.
• Increased inward investment from both domestic and international companies.
• A stronger support sector to underpin the attractiveness of the sub-region to new and
expanding businesses.
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Transport
1.11

Effective transport is one of the preconditions for economic growth in South
Hampshire. Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH) is the lead organisation for
delivering transport improvements 2 and a key partner for PUSH. TfSH’s strategy
seeks to reduce the demand for car travel, manage existing transport provision
better, and invest in a targeted way in those projects that deliver most in support of
the sub regional objectives and priorities.
Transport outcomes 2006-26
• Reduced travel demand and dependence on the car.
• Improved management of the road network to optimise its effectiveness.
• New and improved junction capacity on strategic highways to access major housing,
employment and mixed use development and regeneration sites.
• New and improved public transport networks, including a bus rapid transit system, to link
new and existing communities.
• Better rail links within the sub-region and increased use of rail to deliver fast and efficient
services both for passengers and commercial traffic.
• Better information systems to allow travellers to make more informed choices.
• Greater inter-modal transport integration to provide more efficient transport networks and
greater travel choice
• A freight strategy to support economic development in a sustainable manner.

Sustainability and Community Infrastructure
1.12

One of the constraints on the economy of South Hampshire is that infrastructure
improvements have not kept pace with development in South Hampshire and there is
a consequent backlog of investment and a need for substantial urban regeneration.
Getting the right community infrastructure in place, both in regeneration and new
communities, is crucial. Furthermore, climate change is a major challenge to the
resilience of infrastructure for both existing and new communities.
Sustainability and community infrastructure outcomes 2006-26
• Sustainability will be at the heart of our agenda. We will develop a strategy to mitigate and
adapt to the potential effects of climate change.
• Community infrastructure – schools, healthcare, law and order etc – that meets the needs
of the community and enhances quality of life and opportunity.
• Green infrastructure that is accessible to users and enhances biodiversity.
• Reduced abstraction and consumption of water and a water management infrastructure
operating to European standards.
• Improved flood defences to the appropriate standards that will provide better protection to
existing, growing communities.
• 100MW of energy to be provided from renewable resources by 2016.
• Waste recycling and recovery facilities to minimise impact on the environment.
• Regeneration of brownfield sites, many a legacy of past industrial activity.

2

Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH) comprises the three strategic transport authorities in South Hampshire Portsmouth City Council, Southampton City Council and Hampshire County Council supported by a wide range
of transport stakeholders.
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Providing homes to support economic growth
1.13

Providing the homes we need is not just about building more homes in the area. It is
also about getting the most out of the existing stock and ensuring that it is in good
condition. We are committed to the delivery of 80,000 additional homes in the period
2006-2026 to facilitate the economic expansion of the area.
Housing and planning outcomes 2006-26
• A balanced housing supply with the right kinds of homes in the right numbers in the right places
including homes for families.
• Greater opportunity for people to buy their own homes including up to 40% of new homes to be
affordable housing, of which 65% to be for rent.
• Delivery of an average 4,000 new homes each year in line with the PUSH housing trajectory
(recognising there will be significant short term dip in housing delivery).
• Renewal of major estates, notably in Southampton and Portsmouth, to improve and diversify the
stock, provide additional dwellings and help reduce concentrations of deprivation.
• Two new mixed communities of sustainable homes in our Strategic Development Areas to be
completed by 2026.
• Delivery of major housing and mixed development schemes including urban extensions that will
start to deliver new homes as the economy emerges from recession.
• The existing housing stock to be decent and fit for purpose, including all social housing to meet
the decent homes standards by 2010; and reducing numbers in temporary accommodation by
50% by 2010 with no more than 1,054 households in temporary accommodation.
• New homes built sustainably, initially to at least level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes.
Government policy is to move to level 6 by 2016.
• A coherent set of up-to-date Local Development Frameworks to enable PUSH to be planned in
an integrated way.

Quality Places
1.14

We aspire to make South Hampshire an exciting and rewarding place to live and
work by ensuring: the availability of the right facilities; that people feel safe; and that
they live in a pleasant, well-designed environment that has adequate provision to
meet the leisure and recreation needs of residents. This includes communities
having a feeling of ‘place’, shaped by the facilities and services on offer, by the local
character, culture and heritage, and by the local environment. Building on our subregion’s superb natural and historic assets, and strong heritage and cultural base,
our strategy is to plan for the sub-region in a way that recognises the relationships
between the urban fabric and the natural environment, and retains a sense of place.
Quality Places Outcomes 2006-26
• Promotion of excellent cultural facilities which are of national, international or regional
repute. These provide a building block not only for the successful integration of culture
into our communities, but also for South Hampshire’s worldwide ‘brand’.
• Good design. This will be at the top of our agenda to create a sense of place in every
new development and regenerated community.
• Ensuring we do all we can to encourage involvement and participation in culture, sport
and recreation.
• Enhanced quality of life through a diverse and vibrant cultural and sporting offer, using
culture and heritage to create a sense of identity and distinctiveness.
• A thriving creative businesses sector and a healthy visitor economy.
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Priorities
1.15

1.16

PUSH works with partners in the public and private sectors to deliver shared
objectives. Our spending priorities through the business plan period will be:
•

developing the economic agenda and in particular supporting the sub-regional
economy during the current challenging economic conditions. With partners, we
will prioritise the Eastleigh River Side, and initiatives affecting learning and skills
and employability;

•

providing the conditions to facilitate and encourage housing delivery. This means
bringing forward urban sites and regeneration initiatives, resourcing preparatory
work on urban extensions and the two Strategic Development Areas, and
meeting milestones in the preparation of Local Development Documents;

•

enabling transport projects that support the above in line with the TfSH strategy;

•

preparing non-transport infrastructure projects for the longer term;

•

measures to ensure quality places for new and existing communities; and

•

exploring innovative ways to secure substantial further resources to ensure the
strategy can be delivered in the short, medium and long term.

The subsequent chapters of this Business Plan sets out priority actions for each of
these delivery themes together with a summary of the resources required to deliver
them.

The South Hampshire Agreement
1.17

The early phase of delivery of the sub-regional strategy which this business plan
addresses, is underpinned by the South Hampshire Agreement. The South
Hampshire Agreement is a Multi-Area Agreement (MAA) between PUSH, TfSH, and
the Government and its agencies (specifically The South East England Development
Agency (SEEDA), Job Centre Plus (JCP), the Learning and Skill Council LSC) and
Business Link. It sets out a range of agreed targets for delivery by 2010-11 (in areas
such as employment, economic development, skills, housing and transport)
underpinned by a number of enabling measures (often called freedoms and
flexibilities) which provide for new ways of working between the signatories to the
agreement. As stated above, PUSH and the Government recognises that a number
of these targets are now unachievable in the prevailing economic conditions.
Nevertheless we remain committed to action to deliver the best possible outcomes in
challenging circumstances.

1.18

The targets and enabling measure for each delivery theme are included in the
relevant chapter of this plan. In addition, there is one enabling measure that applies
to all themes which is set out below.
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1.19

Enabling measure

Timescale/
Progress

Government departments and their
agencies agree to an informal duty to
cooperate (pending any legal duty) with
the partnership an its stakeholders to
examine barriers to delivery and
potential solutions and to align
priorities and resources with those of
the partnership, recognising that it will
not always be possible for Government
and its agencies to agree to solutions
and alignments that the partnership
would like.

Immediate
and ongoing

Direct
implementation
responsibility
All Government
departments and
their agencies

Other
interested
partners
None

Progress has
been patchy
with varied
interpretations
and levels of
awareness
across
different
Government
Departments
and Agencies

The MAA is due to be refreshed in 2009 and PUSH’s approach to the MAA refresh
will be informed by this business plan. We intend that this process will review some
existing priorities in the light of changing circumstances, and will seek to broaden the
MAA to encompass additional themes such as the natural environment and green
infrastructure. PUSH has prioritised the MAA as its preferred mechanism to develop
new and innovative approaches with Government and its Agencies to secure greater
funding certainty and levels of investment and devolution of decision making, in
particular through the development of a Joint Investment Frameworks with SEEDA,
HCA and other key Government agencies. In effect, therefore, the MAA underpins
the delivery of this business plan.

Risk management
Delivery capacity
1.20

In addition to the risks posed by the current economic crisis, the second headline risk
to delivery of this plan is lack of capacity within PUSH, its member local authorities
and partners. This is particularly the case of major projects such as the SDAs and
Eastleigh Riverside and for delivery of LDFs and an effective and coordinated
package of economic development measures. To that end PUSH has recently or will
shortly be investing in additional capacity to support those areas of work. In addition,
through prudent use of its revenue and capital resources, PUSH will support local
authorities and other partners where appropriate and necessary, including by
facilitating greater coordination and sharing of information to realise efficiencies of
scale and/or reduce duplication of effort. Nonetheless, this risk already appears to
be an issue in many authorities and, as part of the wider review of the South
Hampshire Strategy PUSH will need to consider the implications of such delays.

Other external factors
1.21

There are various other external factors or risks that have the potential to impede
delivery of this plan and these are summarised in the table below:
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Risk
Inability to secure
funding from other
sources.

Poor collaboration
from partners.

Consequences
Insufficient or late
infrastructure, social housing
or other facilities to underpin
or enable development or
insufficient investment in
economic development both
leading to non-achievement
of objectives.

Inability to realise some
objectives or late delivery of
some targets.

Level
H

M

(Already an issue in respect
of late achievement of MAA
enabling measure to PPS25.)

Late objections to
the SE Plan leading
to SE plan being
adopted with a
strategy that differs
significantly from
the PUSH strategy.

PUSH and its members are
not able to deliver the
economic and social benefits
that will derive from
implementation of the South
Hampshire Strategy.

Response
The PUSH programme is a
long-term programme and
therefore delivery
trajectories may need to be
adjusted to recognise the
profile of availability of
resources:
We will work with partners
and with a range of funding
programmes so as to spread
the risk and to develop
innovative funding
mechanisms as outlined in
previous chapters.
We will use the South
Hampshire Agreement as a
tool to lever collaboration
form central government
agencies.
Other local mechanisms
such as the new PUSH
governance structure, the
Business Forum and the
Employment and Skills
Board will provide forums in
which such difficulties can
be resolved.

M

Work with partners and
government agencies to
resolve objections and/or
secure additional investment
(e.g. in flood defences to
other infrastructure) to
negate the objection.

L

PUSH will continuously
monitor the sub-region’s
performance across a wide
range of indicators and
respond appropriately, e.g.
by redirecting investment to
correct a disparity or through
accelerating or decelerating
the release of land for
development.

(Already a potential issue in
respect of objections from the
environmental agencies.)
Economic
indicators,
infrastructure or
housing
programmes get out
of alignment.

Various including greater
levels of in-migration,
economic increasing
disparities within the subregion, more congestion, high
levels of pressures on public
services and over- or undersupply of housing leading to a
distorted housing market

.
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2

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Strategy summary
2.1

In common with other delivery theme chapters, this chapter draws upon a separate
long term strategy for the sub-region, in this case the Economic Development
Strategy 3. It summaries our economic aspirations as follows:

GVA growth rate
Productivity growth rate
Employment

2006-2011
2.75%
2.0%
+18,000

2011-2016
3.0%
2.4%
+14,000

2016-2021
3.25%
2.6%
+13,000

2021-2026
3.5%
2.7%
+14,000

2.2

As stated in chapter 1, these targets are unlikely to be achieved in the short term
(2006-11).

2.3

The current economic downturn makes it even more imperative that the economy of
the sub region is strengthened so as to match the rest of the South East by 2026.
Our economic goals remain inextricably linked and can only be reached by achieving
our regeneration goals, particularly by raising levels of economic activity and the
skills of the residents, both those who are employed and those currently outside the
jobs market. The current downturn in employment provides additional challenges
both to retaining those newly unemployed people within the sub region and increases
the competition for the jobs available in the market place providing additional barriers
to employment for people living the most deprived communities. Over the period of
this business plan, PUSH must prepare itself for the economic upturn in order to
maximise the opportunities to the sub regional economy in the long term.

MAA targets and enabling measures
2.4

3
4

The South Hampshire Agreement currently includes the following targets and
enabling measures in respect of economic development. Those targets considered
to be unachievable or at risk in the current economic climate are shaded red/prink in
the table below. Through the MAA refresh PUSH will in particular be seeking to
agree through that process a Joint Investment Framework with SEEDA and other
Government agencies such as the LSC and Jobcentre Plus.
Key
Performance
indicator
GVA per resident

2010-11
outcome
(absolute)
£41,100

2010-11 outcome
(stretch)

Impact of recession

N/A

Total employment

606, 958

4000 above combined
LAA targets 4

Unachievable in the
current economic
climate
Unachievable in the
current economic
climate

Economic Development Strategy
LAA = Local Area Agreement
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Key
Performance
indicator
Employment rate

2010-11
outcome
(absolute)
79.8%

2010-11 outcome
(stretch)

Impact of recession

0.5 % above combined
LAA targets

Unachievable in the
current economic
climate

Working age
residents qualified
to level 2 and
above
Working age
residents qualified
to level 3 and
above
Residents
claiming out of
work benefits
Hybrid market
penetration
Businesses
supported with
intensive
assistance by
Business Link
Total GVA change
per annum in
businesses
supported

386,000

25,200 above combined
LAA targets

273,800

16,300 above combined
LAA targets

N/A

Reduction of 1,000
beyond combined LAA
targets
N/A

11,100
businesses
1,680

£178 million

Unachievable in the
current economic
climate
At risk in the current
economic climate

N/A

N/A

At risk in the current
economic climate

Enabling measure 5

Timescale/
progress

To review jointly with the partnership how
to use Train to Gain funding to support
level 3 qualifications so that it provides an
attractive package to employers which
encourages them to support provision of
level 3 qualifications whilst recognising the
principle of the employer contribution and
no additional public sector contributions.
To review the partnership’s proposals for
extension and additions to the integrated
Employment and Skills pilot.
Within the integrated Employment and
Skills pilot, review options for JCP clients to
benefit from pre-work NVQ training through
Train to Gain whilst not preventing them

Achieved

Direct
implementation
responsibility
DIUS

Other
interested
parties
DWP, CLG,
BERR, JCP,
LSC

Progressing

DWP

Progressing

DWP

DIUS, CLG,
BERR, JCP,
LSC
DIUS, DWP,
CLG,
BERR, JCP,
LSC

5

DIUS = Department for Universities, Innovation and Skills; DWP = Department for Work and
Pensions; CLG = Department for Communities and Local Government; BERR = Department for
Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform; JCP = Job Centre Plus; LSC = Learning and Skills
Council; SEEDA = South East England Development Agency; BL = Business Link.
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Enabling measure 5

entering employment at the earliest
opportunity.
Establish the technical barrier that prevents
part funded level 4 qualifications for those
with a level 3 qualification with the
presumption of removing it if there is no
strong justification for it.
To provide support, advice and periodic
reviews to the partnership to support the
development and introduction of an
Employment and Skills Board (ESB) which,
subject to sufficient evidence of its
effectiveness, robustness and traction, can
assume powers to set the binding strategy
for adult employment and skills in the
partnership’s area.
Refocusing of nations Business Link
performance targets within the pilot area,
specifically in relation to a reduction in
market penetration and an increase in
intensive business support, allowing BL on
a pilot basis to re-allocate resources with
the objective of increasing GVA and
productivity.

Timescale/
progress

Direct
implementation
responsibility

Other
interested
parties

Progressing

DIUS

LSC

Achieved

DIUS, DWP

CLG, JCP,
LSC,
SEEDA

Achieved

BERR

BL, SEEDA

Key themes and priority actions
2.5

Recognising the current economic climate we will be focusing on the following
strategic areas for economic development. Within these the Economic Development
Panel will develop specific projects and initiatives to meet the outcomes outlined in
the remainder of this chapter.
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.6

implementing the skills and employability strategy and in particular supporting the
establishment of the Employment and Skills Board;
inward investment and business retention;
key sites strategy;
innovation and greater engagement of the Higher Education sector and
specifically supporting the Innovation and Growth Team (IGT);
focussing on support to growth sectors; and
responding to the conditions created by the recession and creating the conditions
to secure long term and sustainable recovery.

Skills & Labour Market: Developing the workforce is vital to underpinning our
growth aspirations whilst improving the quality of life for all our residents. In the
current economic recession, it is particularly important that we extend our work on
supporting those who are out of work, upskilling our resident population and building
on the higher level skills in the workforce to support new growth sectors. Our
strategy is to raise the numbers of residents attaining higher level skills (NVQ2, 3 and
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4+); better coordination amongst public sector agencies to engage with those in our
communities currently excluded from the workforce; and looking for ways to support
initiatives to tackle low achievement in schools so as to ensure that our future
workforce is given full opportunity to access relevant learning and develop skills
important to the sub-region in the future.
Priority Actions
SLM1 Implement an ‘employment & skills board’ to provide coordinated leadership
across all sectors
• We will continue to support the establishment of the South Hampshire Employment and
Skills Board. Once established, the Board will investigate the possibility of applying for
delegated powers in order to control local funding for skills and employment support to
provide sub-regional flexibility based on models across the country.
SLM2 Implement the PUSH Employability & Skills Strategy
• The ESB will lead on developing a clear, responsive and focused action plan to further
develop and take forward actions based on the Employability and Skills Strategy.
• Within the Strategy, we will develop specific sector focused skills strategies and
interventions following on from the refresh of the economic baseline data
SLM3 Engage and up-skill the resident working age population
• Investigate the potential for a greater multi-agency collaboration covering health,
employment, skills, etc.
• Public sector bodies to sign up to Skills Pledges to demonstrate the benefits to private
sector.
• Improve skills infrastructure and provision through:
o supporting the college building programme
o support the Education Authorities and their partners in the development of
school infrastructure through the Building Schools for the Future initiative
•
SLM4 Increase graduate retention
• Promote effective and targeted marketing of South Hampshire and its quality of life offer
to new graduates, including appropriate housing and leisure facilities as well as good
employment opportunities.
• Improve the links between our universities and businesses. This will enable businesses
to influence the skills graduates develop making them more employable, and provide a
clearer route for businesses to make known employment opportunities to
students/graduates.

2.7

Enterprise, Innovation & Business Support. Enterprise and innovation are key
drivers of productivity and economic growth. We have some excellent growth
sectors, such as marine and advanced engineering, and the presence of a strong HE
sector, a high level skills and knowledge base, good networks and key sites for new
developments, means that we are in a superb position to build these sectors,
particularly in relation to innovation and new growth areas. There are clear links with
the IOW in terms of innovation and representatives from the IOW have been invited
to join the ED Panel for our mutual advantage, as well as being part of the IGT. We
want to: ensure we understand the business needs of our key sectors; target support
in the way they need it; promote specific initiatives that will strengthen knowledge
transfer from PUSH’s four universities and encourage spin-off enterprise, building on
the work of Solent Synergy as it becomes part of the new Innovation and Growth
Team (IGT);; ensure South Hampshire is one of the best connected parts of the UK
in terms of access to ICT, wireless and broadband infrastructure; and unlock the
potential for South Hampshire to be at the cutting edge of the environmental
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technologies sector, contributing both to the economy and supporting sustainability
objectives (see also chapter 4).
Priority Actions
EIBS 1 Understand and take actions to meet the needs of our key growth sectors and
clusters.
• Take forward the work carried out last year on investigate the requirements of our key
sectors and clusters including: sites and premises, transport and communications
infrastructure, business support, skills etc.
• Develop and implement a strategy to enable key sector growth understanding that in
the current climate we may need to refocus our efforts.
• Support entrepreneurship, for example through the PUSH Ahead programme
EIBS2 Ensure knowledge exchange and innovation are at the centre of economic
development.
• Develop a specific focus on the environmental technology and services sectors to
support and encourage sustainable development through R&D, knowledge exchange
and business support mechanisms. This will include increasing our capacity to support
businesses in the area of sustainable practices.
• Support the development of the IGT, which will drive innovation growth and greater
links between the HE and private sector
• Explore the possibility of a science & innovation campus in South Hampshire
• Establish a Solent Festival of Innovation based on the Portsmouth Festival of
Innovation model.
EIBS3 Improve the coordination of business support across South Hampshire. To
support the delivery of the MAA
• Focus support through intensive assistance to priority sectors, clusters and inward
investors (see also action II2).
• Secure resources to increase the volumes of business support available and enable
increased penetration.
• Improve access to finance for SMEs.
• Promote ICT take up.
EIBS4 Deliver leading edge ICT infrastructure.
• Use the planning system (LDF policy and Section 106 agreements) to improve the ICT
infrastructure by demanding that new developments incorporate state of the art
technology infrastructure. (see also SP3)
• Support eHampshire in efforts to improve ICT infrastructure

2.8

Business retention and Inward investment. To deliver economic growth it is vital
that investment in businesses grows, and that we retain and support local
businesses. PUSH and its partners are committed to raising the game on Inward
Investment, including greater alignment and streamlining across South Hampshire
and a clearer strategic approach, more dedicated development capacity, better
support and after-care services to encourage relocating companies to grow, and
exploring branding and marketing potential.
Priority Actions
II1 Create a sub-regional inward investment body.
• Create a sub regional body to raise the profile of inward investment in South Hampshire
and develop strong links with SEEDA and the sub region’s businesses and universities
to capitalise on mechanisms to attract inward investment and indigenous investment
activity in our key sectors and clusters.
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Priority Actions
II1 Create a sub-regional inward investment body.
• Promote international trade to broaden the markets of South Hampshire businesses
through both encouraging first time exporters and supporting the development of
existing exporters to grow their markets.
• Build stronger relationships with intermediaries (e.g. sector consortia, banks,
accountants and lawyers) to ensure joined up support to potential inward investors).
• Develop a South Hampshire ambassadors programme to use existing business leaders
to promote the sub-region externally.

2.9

Sites and premises. Delivery of a new employment hub at Eastleigh Riverside is
of the highest priority. We will also support the bringing forward of suitable
employment sites and premises across the sub-region (for example at Tipner in
Portsmouth), including within the proposed two new strategic development areas,
urban extensions and key regeneration sites.
Priority Actions
SP1 Understand future demand and how it should be met.
• Investigate further: the link between economic development and planning; the demand
for start-up and move on space; the demand for B8/logistics space; the implications of
institutional demand (i.e. non traditional employment uses); and research into demand
by typology (waterfront, city centre, motorway) rather than Use Class.
SP2 Ensure the delivery of key employment sites (see also HP3).
• Clearly define and agree the key employment sites from all partners’ perspectives to
secure joint investment planning for the delivery of those sites. This links to the inward
investment work
• Facilitate the delivery of Eastleigh River Side (formerly the South Hampshire Strategic
Employment Zone),
SP3 Create sustainable SDAs.
• Research the economic development role of SDAs in order that they make a valuable
contribution to sustainable economic growth.
• Include leading edge ICT infrastructure within SDAs (refer to EIBS3).
SP4 Support the key sectors and clusters through provision of appropriate sites and
premises. (This will be delivered through SP1 and SP2).

2.10

We will also invest to support work in cross-cutting areas of economic development
such as: supporting key sectors and clusters; engaging the business community
through the PUSH Business Group (see chapter 7, PUSH1); improving coordination
of public sector activity; ensuring capacity to deliver (PUSH now has a dedicated
Economic Development Director); sustainability not economic growth cannot be at all
costs (see chapter 6); equality & targeting to ensure our aspirations are delivered in a
way that is inclusive and provides opportunity for all including maximising the
contribution of our existing resident population.

Resources
2.11

For the most part, the actions identified – many of which will continue over the longer
term – will be resourced by PUSH partners from their own resources. Currently
secured and further required resources are summarised in the tables below:
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Summary of secured resources
Activity
NGP (revenue)
Enabling Infrastructure, studies and
delivery capacity at Eastleigh Riverside

LSC investment in Advanced Network
Prototype and various other PUSH skills
initiatives

Funding Source
NGP
NGP (capital)

LSC

Summary of further resources required
Activity
Funding Source
Skills & labour market
SEEDA, JCP, LSC,
LAs
Enterprise, innovation & business
SEEDA, LAs,
support
Business Links, LSC
Inward investment & business retention
LAs
Sites & Premises

LAs, SEEDA
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£000
2009-11
600
1,646 plus some
funding from the
Environment Agency
for Ashtrim Nurseries
rehabilitation.
625

£000
2009-11
Currently being
quantified
2,884
Currently being
quantified
1,210
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3

TRANSPORT

Transport for South Hampshire Strategy summary
3.1

Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH) is PUSH’s partner in delivering economic and
housing growth in the sub-region and leads on addressing existing and future
transport requirements. It is the over-arching strategy, bidding and delivery agent for
sub-regional transport projects, programmes, policies and strategic operational
matters. The transport partnership has its own business plan which includes a
number of key proposals on which TfSH will be working with PUSH in order to
implement the South Hampshire vision. Its overall approach is to emphasise the
need for a reduction in the need to travel, better public transport options and
improved management to optimise use of the network (road and rail), as well as
selective and targeted investment in additional road capacity particularly on the
strategic corridors (incl. M27, M3 and A3(M)).

MAA targets and enabling measures
3.2

The South Hampshire Agreement currently includes the following targets and
enabling measures in respect of transport:
Key Performance Indicator
Transport: sustainable highways

2010-11 outcome
147,000 AAWT 6 (M27 J5-7)

Enabling measure 7

Timescale/
progress

DfT, HA and TfSH will develop a formal
Memorandum of Understanding as a
framework within which the parties will
operate and develop their approaches with
South Hampshire.
DfT, HA and TfSH will work together on a pilot
to improve the operation of the of the local
and national highways network including
Active Traffic Management on the M3 and
M27.
DfT, HA and TfSH will work together to
establish a robust and comprehensive subregional transport evidence base for South
Hampshire.

Complete

Direct
implementation
responsibility
DfT

Other
interested
partners
HA, TfSH

Progress
on track

DfT

HA. TfSH

Progress
on track

DfT

HA. TfSH

Priority actions
3.3

6
7

The implementation of the South East Plan requires commitment to and investment
in a wide range of transport interventions and schemes across South Hampshire.
TfSH has prioritised the funding of transport packages (using the regional
prioritisation methodology). This has led to a number of actions being prioritised as

Annual average weekday traffic flow.
DfT = Department for Transport; TfSH = Transport for South Hampshire; HA = Highways Agency
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follows (a fuller description of both the strategy and the outcomes, including work
required in the longer term, is contained in the TfSH Statement ‘Towards Delivery’) 8:
Priority Actions - Effective Transport
• Develop Active Traffic Management measures in partnership with the Highways Agency,
to assist in relieving congestion pinch-points on the primary access to the sub-region (the
M3 and M27) and the international gateways of Southampton’s port and airport;
• Develop a bus rapid transit system (BRT), linking Fareham, Gosport and Portsmouth,
together with Port Solent and the Queen Alexandra Hospital (a major trip destination), to
build upon the recently completed A3 Zip corridor and to serve the new SDA at North
Fareham;
• Address existing congestion at the following locations: The Eastern access to
Southampton. Public transport and road links will be required to access new
developments proposed north of the M27. Access to Eastleigh Riverside requires
improvements at junction 5 of the M27 and other junction improvements are likely to be
required to provide access to the two proposed SDAs and development at Tipner. These
development areas will require linkage and design to support the use of sustainable
transport connections;
• The port of Southampton is a major generator of traffic and there are unresolved issues
about how to improve access. TfSH is developing a new freight strategy in consultation
with the logistics industry to help meet operators’ needs;
• There is scope to improve traffic management on the local road network, including the
approaches to the M3 and M27 motorways, deploying Intelligent Traffic Systems. TfSH
is looking at integrating the three existing urban traffic control rooms to manage the
highway networks more effectively and efficiently.
• A multi-modal transport model is being developed for the sub-region that can forecast
capacities of the existing strategic and local transport networks and be used to justify
future major scheme appraisal. This is being developed in partnership with other
agencies, through data sharing, to minimise public expenditure;
• Support the transport elements of the Local Development Frameworks;
• Develop a ‘Reduce’ strategy;
• Park and Ride can make a positive contribution around Portsmouth and Southampton if
long term parking capacity in the city centres is managed. Five potential sites have been
identified;
• Continue stakeholder engagement with public transport operators.

Resources
3.4

8

Funding to achieve the transport objectives of growth in the area will therefore be
sought from a number of sources:
•

Public: Regional Funding Allocation (RFA); Local Transport Plans; the
Community Infrastructure Fund (CIF); Growth Area funding; and other emerging
sources;

•

Private (Local): Developers’ contributions; Community Infrastructure Levy;
Partnership arrangements with local transport operators;

Published in April 2008 See also the TfSH Business Plan 2009-2011.
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•

3.5

Private (National): Funding through City institutions; private sector operators; rail
freight grants.

Although no funding was approved for South Hampshire in the first round of RFA
(from 2006/07), two packages have been earmarked for Programme Entry in RFA2
from 2015/16 (and both are candidates for accelerated starts). These two packages
are the first of a series of investments required to address access to strategic
development in the Portsmouth and Southampton. Whilst welcome, this represents
only a small part of the overall requirement for South Hampshire. In addition, the
first phase of the Bus Rapid Transit network, as £20million bus-way between
Fareham and Gosport is currently awaiting confirmation of a £20million allocation
from CIF in March 2009. PUSH funding (capital and revenue) for transport in the life
of this business plan are summarised in the table below:
Summary
Activity
Access to Tipner

3.6

Funding Source
NGP (Capital)

M27 J 5 Improvements (Phase 1 &
2)

NGP (Capital)

Strategic Access Studies and
Feasibility

NGP (Capital/Revenue)

£000
2009-11
£600 (with further
funding from RFA,
developer, SEEDA, PCC
and other sources)
£3,829 (Phase 1 & 2
only) (with further
funding from HCC and
developers)
£500

Further details of all TfSH funding and activity are available in the TfSH business
plan 2009-11 which will be considered by the TfSH Joint Committee in April 2009 and
recommended for adopted by the three transport authorities at their 2009 annual
Council meetings.
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4

SUSTAINABILITY AND COMMUNITY
INFRASTRUCTURE

Strategy summary
4.1

Sustainability and quality of life are at the heart of the PUSH vision. To ensure both
these objectives are met and that action is taken to mitigate and adapt to the effects
of climate change and deliver the community infrastructure needed for existing and
growing communities, we will:
•

safeguard the environment by protecting and enhancing treasured landscapes,
heritage, designated sites and habitats, by creating new assets such as
accessible green spaces, and securing the highest design and environmental
standards in new developments;

•

work to ensure that existing and new developments are resilient to climate
change and that wherever possible investment in new development and
improved community infrastructure mitigates the impacts of climate change and
contributes towards reducing our carbon footprint;

•

ensure that South Hampshire communities whether in existing or new
developments are well served in terms of education and learning facilities,
healthcare, public and community services and facilities, shops, access to
employment and green infrastructure; and

•

aim to ensure that the economic benefits of developing new (environmental)
technologies are retained in the sub-region including through creation of new
jobs.

MAA targets and enabling measures
4.2

The South Hampshire Agreement currently includes the following enabling measures
in respect of infrastructure. These will be reviewed through the MAA refresh and
PUSH will be seeking to include additional areas such as the natural environment
and green infrastructure.

Enabling measure 9

Timescale/
progress

Exploratory dialogue to see how
section 106 might be used to
develop a scheme to attract
developer contributions in support
of infrastructure development.

By end
Sept 2008

Exploratory dialogue to see what
scope there might be in the
Community Infrastructure Levy to

By end
Sept 2008
No

9

Direct
implementation
responsibility
CLG

Other
interested
parties
HMT,
BERR,
SEEDA

CLG

HMT,
BERR,
SEEDA

No
progress to
date

HMT = Her Majesty’s Treasury
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Comments

On hold.
Uncertainty over
Govt changes to
developer funding
arrangements and
market standstill
for development.
No progress yet –
(see also previous
entry). PUSH still
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support developer contributions
being used sub-regionally to
enable sub-regional infrastructure
development.
Exploratory dialogue to
understand the constraints and
potential for prudential borrowing
to support sub-regional
infrastructure development.

4.3

progress to
date

By end
Sept 2008
No
progress to
date

seeking dialogue
with CLG/HMT in
MAA refresh.
CLG

HMT,
BERR,
SEEDA

In addition we will be seeking additional enabling measures/targets in the
forthcoming refresh of the South Hampshire Agreement:
Enabling measure/targets
To develop a Memorandum of Understanding with Natural England
and the EA and possible changes to national targets and/or funding
mechanisms, and an agreed framework and approach to addressing
environmental assessments, to manage environmental impacts of
development and secure delivery of green infrastructure

Partners
DEFRA, EA,
Natural England

Priority actions
Social Infrastructure
4.4

We are committed to developing new homes in South Hampshire only if the economy
and infrastructure can support them, and to ensuring that new development delivers
resilient, sustainable communities, not soulless housing estates or fragmented
pockets of development that do nothing to enhance their neighbourhood. We will
engage effectively with partners in public, private and third sectors to develop with
them the right level of community infrastructure requirements and prepare a
programme of investment that can be funded by developer contributions (including
via a community infrastructure levy or development tariff) and mainstream service
investment or other sources of funding that may be identified over the business plan
period.
SSI1 Social Infrastructure
• Draw up an overview of community infrastructure requirements over the medium and
long term to inform discussion with the local and national providers.
• Prepare a prioritised programme of investment in community infrastructure.

Climate Change
4.5

Preparing a Climate Change Strategy for the Sub Region, building on strategic wide
ranging studies and initiatives already undertaken by PUSH, is essential both to
establish principles for long-term planning beyond 2026 and providing a basis for
managing growth effectively over the next 20 years. We will also be seeking to
exploit the business opportunities created by reducing carbon emissions and waste
generation, as part of our ambition for South Hampshire to be a centre of excellence
in environmental technologies.
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SSI2 Strategy
• Prepare a climate change strategy for the sub-region that will set out targets for
mitigation and adaptation, reducing carbon emissions across new and existing
developments, targeting reductions in water consumption and increased waste
recycling.
• Work in partnership with SEEDA and other appropriate partners to develop renewable
energy initiatives and other environmental technologies to exploit the potential for
economic development benefits.

Green Infrastructure
4.6

The evidence base for a Green Infrastructure Strategy has been developed by PUSH
and this will shortly be followed by the preparation of the strategy statement and a
high level implementation plan to drive investment and to inform Local Development
Frameworks. Pending completion of this work our approach is to concentrate initially
on: urban fringe projects that support existing neighbouring populations in areas
likely to be subject to significant growth; and maintaining separation between
settlements and preserving wildlife corridors.
SSI3 Green Infrastructure
• Establish wider stakeholder group to develop the next stage of our Green Infrastructure
Strategy and develop an additional focus on urban greening projects to support the
regeneration of urban areas.
• Complete a Green Infrastructure Strategy for South Hampshire and develop an
implementation plan based upon it.
• Identify and prioritise green infrastructure projects in which to invest in the future which
will make a contribution to improving the quality of place, enhance biodiversity and assist
in the mitigation of the impact of new development.
• Secure coordination for Green Infrastructure implementation.
• Take an overview of LDFs to ensure a consistent approach to green infrastructure.
• Advise on natural environment aspects of all major development masterplans.

Flood protection
4.7

PUSH has undertaken a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for the sub-region.
This shows that some areas, particularly in Portsmouth and Southampton, may be
prone to unacceptable risk without further investment in flood protection. PUSH is
working with the Environment Agency, on ways to improve flood protection including
in areas that are already defended but to a standard that should be improved and
where new development is proposed as part of urban regeneration. A flood risk
protocol is being developed collaboratively with the EA to inform decision making in
Local Development Frameworks. If necessary, we will redirect development to less
flood-prone locations on the basis of the approach in the protocol.
SSI4 Flood Protection
• Work with the Environment Agency to develop a flood risk protocol to inform decision
making within Local Development Frameworks
• Commission detailed SFRA for major development areas.
• Work with partners including Environment Agency to establish standards of flood
protection and priorities for investment in additional flood protection.
• Work with partners to establish financing options for priority flood protection projects.
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Water management: supply and waste water disposal
4.8

PUSH, working with the Environment Agency has completed an Integrated Water
Management study into the requirements for water supply, water quality, drainage
and disposal of waste water, and for designated conservation sites, on a sub-regional
basis. Together with other work done by the Agency and the water companies this
will guide investment in water related infrastructure over the next 25 years, including
addressing existing inadequacies in such infrastructure such as severe capacity
constraints in drainage and surface run-off infrastructure. A pilot project will be
undertaken in Portsmouth to test ways of separating foul drainage and surface runoff infrastructure to increase capacity. We will also be adopting sustainable drainage
where possible to assist in our biodiversity objectives as well as minimising flood risk.
Further actions on water management are set out in chapter 5 (Housing and
Planning).
SSI5 Water management
• Implement the key actions identified in the Integrated Water Management Study
• Work with partners to agree water consumption reduction strategy in the light of water
abstraction targets
• Establish water ‘retrofit programme’ with RSLs and local housing authorities to reduce
consumption in social housing
• Work with partners to support investment in Havant Thicket reservoir and consider new
water supply options
• Work with partners to establish waste water strategy in conformity with Habitats
Regulations
• Undertake Portsmouth Spice Island storm water separation pilot project
• Work with partners to identify sewage treatment options and new investment needs

Sustainable construction
4.9

A PUSH policy framework on sustainable construction has been adopted and will
be implemented through local development frameworks. Developers will be required
to build all new housing developments to the standards of at least level 3 of the Code
for Sustainable Homes and moving progressively to level 6 by 2016 in line with
Government policy. Particular attention will be given to the two Strategic
Development Areas and urban extensions. A similar approach will apply towards
non-residential development.
SSI6 Sustainable Construction
• Oversee adoption of PUSH sustainable construction policies in all LDFs, supported by
guidance
• Plan the Fareham SDA, the N/NE Hedge End SDA and urban extensions to the highest
environmental standards.
• Undertake a pilot project to build to level 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes at the
development west of Waterlooville.
• Use the experience from the pilot project to inform our approach to sustainable
development in the SDAs and other major development projects.
• Develop initiatives to reduce the arisings of construction waste from new developments.
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Energy
4.10

PUSH is contributing to regional targets to secure an increasing supply of renewable
and low carbon energy over the business plan period. A study has been completed
which provides a comprehensive review of energy needs across the sub-region and
a stock-take of the current baseline supply position. The study also provides a
strategic action plan to inform the PUSH Climate Change Strategy and secure a
reduction in the carbon footprint of the sub region.
SSI7 Energy
• Explore the creation of local energy supply networks (ESCo) to provide renewable and
low carbon energy sources. Over the business plan period we will be developing
proposals and putting them to tender.
• Invest in an extension to a geothermal energy project already running in central
Southampton as a pilot to test the technology and feasibility of wider expansion of the
network.
• Develop a Combined Heat and Power installation at Millbrook, Southampton and use
this as a pilot scheme to promote CHP in appropriate locations across the PUSH area
within major development schemes.
• Working in collaboration with SEEDA and relevant partners assess the feasibility of
securing new investment in renewable and low carbon energy generation in South
Hampshire.
• Working in collaboration with SEEDA and Energy Companies develop a programme of
investment in energy efficiency retrofitting of domestic and non domestic property using
CERT Obligation funds.

Waste and Resource Recovery
4.11

Through the collaborative partnership that operates in Hampshire known as Project
Integra, together with on minerals and waste planning South Hampshire authorities
already have demonstrable achievement in the recycling of domestic waste. Work is
currently taking place to build on the success of these partnerships by the
development of an integrated approach towards the total waste stream. The overall
aim to minimise waste arisings but also to secure energy from residual waste
incineration. PUSH will also be working with developers to minimise construction
waste from new development schemes.
SSI8 Waste and resource recovery
• Prepare effective waste flow mapping and develop initiatives for the reuse of materials
and generation of energy from incineration of residual waste.
• Establish strategy and targets and investment needs for waste recovery and recycling
in new developments.

Resources
4.12

Resources to invest in sustainability and community infrastructure are largely
provided by central Government working through local agencies such as the Primary
Care Trusts, the Environment Agency and county/unitary authorities. In addition,
much investment comes from utility companies through the regulatory process and
pricing. Our role is to help ensure the relevant organisations are engaged with local
development framework processes and able to plan provision accurately for the
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future to ensure that funding and investment matches the progress of development.
Developer contributions will make a major contribution to providing relevant
infrastructure on development sites. There is a continuing need for revenue funding
to finance studies to plan infrastructure requirements and provision. The source of all
of this has not yet been identified. We will be using New Growth Point funding to
invest in projects at Spice Island Portsmouth and the energy network in
Southampton. These projects will act as pilots for future projects. The tables below
summarise the secured and required resources for this theme.
Summary of secured resources
Activity
Water management: Spice Island
drainage project
Energy: Southampton local energy
network
Portsmouth drainage
Forest park for Southern Test
Valley
Renewable Energy evaluation pilot
Studies including green
infrastructure Strategy and
implementation planning

Funding Source
NGP (cap)

£000
2009-11
1,100

NGP (cap)

440

NGP (Capital)
NGP (Capital)

120
50

NGP (Capital
NGP (Revenue)

20
220

Summary of further funding required
Activity
Funding Source
Investment in social infrastructure
Government
programmes/developers
Investment in Havant Thicket
Water utilities
reservoir
Investment in energy supply
Energy companies/
developers
Investment in waste recycling and
Waste utility
energy generation
Investment in flood protection
Environment
Agency/developers
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5

HOUSING AND PLANNING

Strategy summary
5.1

PUSH’s prime objective is to improve South Hampshire’s economic performance.
This in turn requires a balanced housing market, responsive to the need for
economic growth. Achieving this will require additional housing, making best use of
existing housing and tackling pockets of deprivation and mono-tenure housing where
there are concentrations of economic inactivity, and a ready supply of appropriate
employment land. PUSH will continue to act as a facilitator, working with developers,
the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) to maximise potential investment to
deliver these goals.

5.2

Successful delivery of housing and employment sites will depend particularly upon
effective and coordinated local planning, including timely progress on their local
development frameworks by planning authorities across South Hampshire. PUSH
will support local planning authorities using New Growth Point funding in relation to
strategic projects or where common or coordinated approaches are critical to delivery
of PUSH objectives. Where appropriate it will also provide supportive
representations on key draft Local Development Documents and may provide a
witness at the ensuing public inquiry.

5.3

PUSH has established a comprehensive picture of housing need through an
independent Housing Market Assessment (HMA) commissioned in 2005/6 with and
updated Housing Market Study in 2008 which shows in particular:

5.4

•

Residential property prices across the PUSH sub-region have fallen by up to 8%
over the year ending in quarter three 2008 and property sales have fallen by
52%, consistent with a fall in mortgage approvals nationally. In Portsmouth and
Southampton County Court areas, repossession orders are up 13% and 12%
respectively in 2008 compared to 2007. Therefore, PUSH’s short term new
housing targets are now considered to be undeliverable in the light of the
economic context.

•

Demand for affordable housing remains high. It is estimated PUSH will require
28,500 affordable homes over the period 2006-2026.

•

The private rented market remains active and has expanded with the supply of
rented properties is increasing (the Buy to Let market is still active)

A multi-tenure Sub-Regional Housing Strategy, Homes for Growth, has also been
prepared for 2007-2011 that sets out priorities for addressing housing needs across
the 10 participating housing authorities 10. There will also be a programme of estate
renewal principally in Southampton and Portsmouth to diversify tenure, particularly
large concentrations of social rented housing with high levels of economic inactivity.

10

Note that the strategy refers to housing across full local authority districts and does not make
allowance for those four housing authorities whose areas are only partly in the PUSH area.
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5.5

Considerable work has been done to quantify and determine a distribution of different
categories of employment land across South Hampshire. This culminated in PUSH
adopting a Policy Framework on Employment Floorspace in 2008 which informs
LDDs and sets the amount and time period for employment floorspace provision for
offices, manufacturing and warehousing 11.

5.6

PUSH is also considering special purpose vehicles to facilitate investment into
employment sites and premises and will provide funding for addition staff capacity to
take forward work on the SDAs and Eastleigh Riverside.

MAA targets and enabling measures
5.7

The South Hampshire Agreement currently includes the following target (now
considered to be unachievable in the current economic climate and therefore shaded
red in the table below). and enabling measures in respect of housing and local
planning. Through the MAA refresh PUSH will in particular be seeking to agree a
Joint Investment Framework with HCA, SEEDA and other Government agencies
through that process.
Key Performance Indicator
Net additional homes (annual)

2010-11 outcome
4,000 (12,000 over the
MAA period)

Enabling measure 12

Timescale/
progress

Assistance of CLG, EP and HC in the
development of SPVs appropriate for the subregion including a dialogue about the pros,
cons and complexities of establishing a
network of SPVs rather a single SPV for the
whole sub-region.
A commitment to explore the alignment of
funds and investment to support estates
regeneration with resources identified in the
Regional Housing Strategy.
Negotiation and agreement of a protocol
between the partnership, CLG, DEFRA and
EA on the application of PPS25 13, based on
the partnership’s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment, to facilitate development in
regeneration areas defended against flooding
by covering the application of the sequential
test, the exception test, windfall sites and
design criteria that need to apply.

On-going –
progress
on track

Impact of recession
Unachievable in the
current economic
climate
Direct
implementation
responsibility
CLG

Other
interested
parties
EP, HC,
HCA,
HMT

On-going –
progress
on track

CLG

EP, HC,
HCA

Behind
schedule

CLG

DEFRA,
EA

but some
progress
made

11

[To be completed]
DEFRA – Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs; HCA = Homes and
Communities Agency; EP = English Partnerships; EA = Environment Agency; HC = Housing
Corporation; SPV = Special Purpose Vehicle.
13
Planning Policy Statement 25
12
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Priority actions
5.8

All planning authorities that are partners in PUSH are currently engaged in putting
their Local Development Frameworks in place. PUSH and its partners will implement
the following actions:
HP1 Planning and Local Development Frameworks
• Monitor progress against project milestones for developing strategic sites (detailed in
Appendices 6 and 7 of the PUSH Programme of Development of October 2007, that will
be continually updated);
• Ensure a PPS3-compliant supply of land with planning permission or allocated for house
building, working with landowners, developers and other stakeholders to facilitate their
development.
• Deliver 4,000 new homes a year on average across the three years of the business plan.
• Prepare and adopt Local Development Documents which allocate sites, including urban
extensions where relevant, to meet the housing targets in the South East Plan.
• Take an overview of the core strategies to ensure that they deliver a consistent, joined up
planning vision for South Hampshire and make appropriate representations on key draft
Local Development Documents.
HP2 Strategic Developments
• Establish structures and local working arrangements to progress initial planning work on
the proposed strategic development areas at Fareham and N/NE of Hedge End and to
support work on urban extensions and other major developments including the
procurement of RSL partners.
• Ensure that the planning policy framework for the strategic development areas can be
progressed through the relevant authorities’ local development frameworks and that
capacity and action plans are in place for delivery of these sites.
• Support the resourcing of local delivery teams to implement strategic development
schemes (including the SDAs, Eastleigh Riverside and Tipner).
• Develop proposals for the establishment of management arrangements and delivery
agencies for strategic developments (including the SDAs, Eastleigh Riverside and
Tipner).
HP3 Employment Land (see also SP1 & SP2)
• Ensure the inclusion in LDFs of appropriate land allocations which can be developed in
the required timeframe together with an effective framework for monitoring and reviewing
take-up (related to SP1 & SP2).
• Identify the constraints to development of key employment sites and secure the
commitment of the relevant agencies and landowners to the timely removal of those
constraints.
HP4 Housing policy and strategy
• Develop a PUSH response to the economic downturn.
• Implement a single unified Housing Strategy for the sub-region by 2012.
• Encourage developers to adopt policies to support the use of local labour in construction.
HP5 Affordable Housing
• Include policies in Local Development Documents on affordable housing including
appropriate site thresholds and site percentages, in order to ensure delivery of affordable
housing targets.
• Work with the HCA and private developers to deliver at least 1,425 affordable homes a
year on average of which 65% will be social rented.
HP6 Housing conditions
• All 6 stock holding LAs to have made all of their stock decent by 2010.
• As set out in the South Hampshire Agreement, promote estate renewal in areas of monotenure and investigate with HCA setting up SPVs to deliver new homes of diverse tenure.
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•

Implement a sub-regional Private Sector Renewal project funded by the Regional
Housing Board to tackle poor conditions in the private sector and promote energy
efficiency.
• Undertake work to improve water efficiency in existing social housing.
• Promote energy efficiency and tackle fuel poverty by working to attract additional financial
resources for PUSH.
HP7 Meeting housing need
• Work with Housing Associations to encourage RSLs to fund adaptations to encourage
those living in their housing stock to live independently.
• Promote greater choice in housing options; seeking to develop cross border letting
across the PUSH area and investigating cross boundary nominations.
• Tackle under-occupation and make better use of the housing stock by developing
initiatives to encourage housing solutions to be developed for older people.

Resources
5.9

PUSH and local planning authorities will be agreeing developer contributions towards
the provision of affordable homes and will also be developing proposals for joint
ventures with developers and landowners. Resources required to put Local
Development Frameworks in place will be the responsibility of each local authority.
The table below summarises the resources (secured and required) to deliver PUSH
activities over the life of this business plan.
Summary of secured resources
Activity
Revenue projects including establishing project teams
and boards to deliver SDAs and MDAs
Estate Renewal: Portsmouth, Gosport and Southampton
Develop Drivers Wharf/Meridian Southampton

Funding Source
NGP (revenue)

£000
2009-11
600

NGP (capital)
NGP (capital)

6,685
70

Gosport Waterfront

NGP (capital)

75

Summary of further resources required
Activity
Affordable housing
Intermediate housing
Decent homes: private sector
Decent homes: social sector

Funding Source
Housing
Corporation (bids)
RHB (assumed)
RHB (assumed)

£000
2009-11
50,000
13,000
17,200
3,532
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6

QUALITY PLACES

Strategy summary
6.1

PUSH attaches the highest importance to creating quality places. To maintain and
enhance what is already a good quality of life we will set high quality standards in
regenerating existing places and creating new ones. One of our key objectives is to
create greater consciousness of place-shaping by raising the knowledge, skills and
aspirations of all those involved in delivering PUSH’s objectives. In creating new
places or modernising existing communities we need to address the provision of
community and cultural facilities, safety and the quality of urban design. Access to
recreational space is critical, as are thriving retail and commercial centres. We also
need to harness the power of culture and creativity to foster and celebrate the
diversity of our communities, and to be a driver for regeneration.

6.2

Extensive work has already been undertaken on mapping cultural provision. PUSH
has also commissioned a cultural strategy which has provided the framework for the
seven themes outlined in the action plan below. That strategy sets an agenda which
ranges from supporting the excellent, international standard cultural facilities in the
sub-region through promotion of tourism based on the Solent to ensuring that we
adopt the highest standards of design in creating new and refurbishing old urban
spaces.

6.3

The Quality Places Delivery Panel is closely with colleagues on the Economic
Delivery Panel to ensure we recognise and support the contribution cultural and
creative industries can make to the sub-region’s economic success. The Panel also
works with planning and other colleagues to promote design and maximise the
cultural gain from development.

Priority Actions
6.4

In the business plan period, PUSH will implement the following key actions:
QP1 Developing Excellence
• Explore with the Historic Dockyard, Mary Rose Trust, Portsmouth City Council, Gosport
Borough Council and other partners opportunities to develop and promote Portsmouth,
Gosport and the Eastern Solent as the ‘Home of the Royal Navy’
• Work with Southampton City Council and partners to support the planned Arts Complex
at Northern Above Bar
• Consider opportunities to promote South Hampshire through the planned DCMS ‘City of
Culture’ programme and the Arts Council England’s ‘Urban Culture’ programme
• Support The Point Creation Centre in developing new productions and creative skills
• Promote the PUSH Cultural Strategy
QP2 Promoting Access for All
• Develop web-based information tool to provide information on events and activities
• Review the equalities impact of the PUSH Cultural Strategy
QP3 Promoting Participation for All
• Continue to support the “Finding Your Talent” programme
• Develop and deliver a pilot “community culture” project to engage urban communities in
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QP1 Developing Excellence
culture-led regeneration
• Develop a programme to increase participation in sport and leisure activities
QP4 Advocacy
• Prepare sub-regional “Cultural Planning Toolkit” (building on national examples to
support planning for cultural provision
• Commission work to examine best mechanisms for securing developer contributions to
support cultural provision
QP5 Supporting the Creative and Cultural Economy
• Business support: develop the CIBAS model to provide specialist business support
across the sub-region
• Skills: work with University of Portsmouth, New Theatre Royal and partners to create a
sub-regional skills academy for creative industries
• Space: develop a model for provision of workshop and studio space through the CINA
project
• Work with University of Southampton postgraduate students to understand factors
affecting graduate retention in creative disciplines
• Commission a promotional film for creative industries in South Hampshire
QP6 Supporting the Visitor Economy
• Review opportunities for sub-regional visitor promotion
• Develop a web-based ‘major events’ portal (linked to QP2: Promoting Access for All)
• Promote the Solent Corridor as a centre for sailing
• Develop a programme of activity to play a part in the UK Cultural Olympiad (linked to
QP2 & 3)
QP7 Creating Quality Places
• Preparation of guidelines on design and other matters to secure a consistent approach
to the development of ‘Quality Places’
• Support for training in design skills in all PUSH authorities
• Promotion of PUSH design awards to encourage best practice
• Working with CABE to secure a step change in design awareness and quality across
the sub-region

Resources
6.5

PUSH’s designation as a Priority Place under the Living Places initiative will enable
us to advise on funding priorities of the partner agencies and we will be
recommending particular projects to them. Living Places partners are also
committing resources to support aspects of the Delivery panel’s work programme, as
are other organisations supporting the Government’s growth programme, notably
CABE.

6.6

The Delivery Panel’s work programme seeks to influence how PUSH authorities
spend existing resources, for example through training budgets. A key role of the
Quality Places Group will be to consider how developers’ contributions, including
under the planned Community Infrastructure Levy, can best be used to fund cultural
and other components of place. Finally, a key source of master planning and design
funding for individual developments will be developers. The tables below summarise
the resources secured and required for this theme:
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Summary of secured resources
Activity
Developing Excellence
Promoting Access for All
Promoting Participation for All
Advocacy
Supporting the Creative and
Cultural Economy
Supporting the visitor economy
Creating Quality Places
Other revenue funding

Funding Source
SEEDA
NGP (revenue)
NGP (revenue)
NGP (revenue)
NGP (revenue)
NGP (capital)
NGP (revenue)
NGP/CABE (revenue)
NGP (revenue)

Summary of further resources required
Activity
Funding Source
Supporting the visitor economy
TSE
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7

Supporting Delivery and Partnership Development

7.1

The eleven local authorities participating in PUSH have formed a Joint Committee
under section 101 of the Local Government Act 1972 to direct and monitor the
initiative. The Joint Committee comprises the eleven Council leaders or their
representatives, who have been delegated powers and functions to exercise on
behalf of their Councils in the Joint Committee. The scope of the Joint Committee’s
activities is determined by the Joint Agreement (its constitution) and this business
plan which is approved annually by each of the constituent authorities.
Representatives from SEEDA, SEERA the Government Office for the South East,
and the PUSH Business Forum are co-opted (non-voting) members.

7.2

The Joint Committee is supported by a Programme Board of officers from local
authorities and partners. In addition, there are five member-led delivery panels
involving representatives from across stakeholders. Their role is to take ownership,
and drive delivery of the relevant part of the PUSH strategy. The panel themes are:
•

economic development;

•

housing and local planning;

•

community infrastructure and sustainability;

•

quality places;

•

external funding and resources;

•

in addition, Transport for South Hampshire has its own Joint Committee and
governance arrangements (as a separate organisation) but works in partnership
with PUSH on the strategic transport aspects of the sub-regional strategy.

7.3

A business group has been established as an advisory and consultative forum, to
engage business and the HFE sector in shaping policy and approaches to
implementation, to build wider ownership of PUSH strategic objectives, to bring
business perspectives and expertise to bear wherever it can make a contribution and
to grow effective networks. Furthermore an Employment and Skills Board is being
established in accordance with the provisions of the South Hampshire Agreement.

7.4

These governance arrangements are represented diagrammatically in the appendix.

Strategic role of PUSH
7.5

The key roles of PUSH continue to be:
•

promote, commission, monitor and account for activities to deliver the vision.
Actions may be delivered directly by PUSH, by one of its constituent local
authorities, by a partner agency or commissioned from third parties (whether
public, private or third sector organisations);
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•

lead and coordinate strategic infrastructure issues and services, in conjunction
with partners where appropriate, such as Transport for South Hampshire (TfSH)
for strategic transport;

•

lead on sub-regional policy issues and strategy preparation, working with and
mobilising the relevant partners;

•

agree and coordinate common objectives, principles and policy frameworks for
the PUSH area, such as the provision of affordable housing or climate change;

•

coordinate and broker external funding, including central Government and
regional funding streams;

•

build relationships with central Government, the Government Office and Regional
Agencies such as SEEDA;

•

ensure that there is the capacity and a pool of expertise to deliver development
on the ground.

Priority governance and management actions
7.6

During this Business Plan period, PUSH will implement the following actions:
PUSH1 – Core Capacity and Partnership Development
• Continue to develop mechanisms for wider stakeholder engagement
• Continue to develop PUSH core staffing and administration arrangements.
PUSH2 – Supporting Local Delivery
• Ensure sufficient capacity to work with and in support of local project teams.
PUSH3 – Business Planning and Outcome Frameworks
• Refresh South Hampshire Agreement.
• Further develop programme & performance management, monitoring and evaluation
arrangements;
• Review PUSH Business Plan and underpinning evidence base

PUSH team resources
7.7

The PUSH central team and corporate activities will continue to be financed by a
combination of partner local authority contributions, New Growth Point funding and
SEEDA allocations.
Summary
Activity
PUSH Central Activities

Funding Source
PUSH LAs, NGP (revenue), SEEDA
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8

Financing the strategy

8.1

Most of the public spending in South Hampshire will come from mainstream
programmes relating to, for example, education, employment, skills, health, transport,
housing, social care and law and order Some of these programmes are funded by
central Government on a formulaic basis: in effect, per head of population.
Therefore, it remains important for PUSH to signal in advance to public service
funders and providers where the rate of population change is likely to increase
substantially so that they can negotiate their forward funding appropriately.

8.2

In addition, PUSH will have available to it a number of further sources of funding
including:

8.3

•

Government funding programmes such as New Growth Point funding (see
below), Housing Delivery Grant and the Community Infrastructure Fund (for
transport funding.

•

contributions from each of the 11 authorities participating in PUSH;

•

developer contributions and in the future, the prospect of a Community
Infrastructure Levy or strategic tariff;;

•

funding from public sector partners including SEEDA, HCA, the LSC and arts and
cultural agencies. Through the MAA PUSH will be seeking to agree Joint
Investment Frameworks with key Government agencies;

•

private sector partners, including utilities; and

•

In addition, there may be options such as joint management companies with
developers to manage new developments to a high standard over the longer term
allowing infrastructure spending to be incurred ahead of an income stream from
the site, possibly through prudential borrowing. There may also be the potential
for joint ventures with partners to enable site development (such as the one
already in place at Tipner in Portsmouth).

The South Hampshire provides an important mechanism for linking the level of
Government funding to performance targets and additional flexibility in the way we
implement the sub-regional strategy.

New Growth Point (NGP) funding
8.4

The Government has recently confirmed PUSH’s NGP funding allocation for 2009-11
as set out in the table below. All projects are subject to appraisal compliant with HM
Treasury Green Book standards.

NGP Capital
NGP Revenue
Total

£000
2009-10
7,818
844
8,097
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Total secured funding
8.5

Taken together with other sources of funding available to PUSH including
contributions from member local authorities and partners, the total resources
currently available to PUSH are summarised in the table below.
Funding source
Revenue
Core funding (local authorities)
NGP (revenue)
SEEDA core contribution
Interest on balances
Other local authority funding
Cultural Coordinator contributions
IESE
Previous years underspends
Planned carry forward

Capital
NGP capital
Planned underspend from 08/09
Carry forward from 08/09

Total resources

£000
2009-10

£000
2010-11

308
844
165
220
30
55
50
698
-466
1,904

315
578
165
50
30
55
0
0
466
1,659

7,818
784
509
9,111

9,429
0

11,015

11,088

9,429

Allocated funding
8.6

These resources have been allocated by the PUSH Joint Committee as follows
Theme/delivery panel
Revenue
Economic Development
Sustainability and Community
Infrastructure
Housing and Planning
Quality Places
TfSH
External Funding and Resources
PUSH Programme Management and
Operational Contingency
Balance
Total revenue resources

£000
2009-10

£000
2010-11

350
120

300
100

300
183
250
50
614

300
170
250
0
539

37
1,904

0
1,659
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Theme/delivery panel
Capital
Economic Development
Sustainability and Community
Infrastructure
Housing and Planning
Quality Places
TfSH
Balance
Total capital resources

£000
2009-10

£000
2010-11

1,556
480

90
1,250

3,613
700
2,514
248
9,111

3,217
0
1,915
2,957
9,429

Further sources of funding
8.7

It is abundantly clear that the current resources available to PUSH and its partners
are substantially less than required to ensure the South Hampshire Strategy is
delivered in the short. Medium and long term. PUSH has therefore recently
established an additional delivery panel (with £50k of revenue resources) to explore
and secure further sources of funding for delivery of the PUSH strategy and this
business plan. This Delivery Panel will explore innovative ways of funding and
delivering the strategy, working closely in partnership with HCA, SEEDA, CLG and
other partners. It will also identify, and agreed with strategic partners, the key
strategic projects on which PUSH will focus capacity and resources over the medium
term.
Priority actions
PUSH 4
• Establish some common policies on developer contributions
• Develop an infrastructure delivery plan
• Develop proposals for a Community Infrastructure Levy / tariff to finance strategic
infrastructure
• Develop proposals for alternative funding arrangements for development sites
needing infrastructure investment ahead of developers making contributions
• Submission of a CIF bid for transport investment
• Coordinate bid for Housing Corporation funding
• Support bids by the utilities to their regulators to enhance investment in the PUSH
area
• Develop and establish a strategic project delivery fund to resource essential studies
• Consider joint ventures with development partners and explore options and feasibility
of SPVs
• Develop a delivery plan and targets for the External Funding Delivery Panel including
identifying key strategic projects.
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PUSH Business Plan: Appendix, PUSH Governance Arrangements
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 7
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

Policy & Organisation Board
24 June 2009
A Partnership Approach to Community Cohesion
The Chief Executive
FOR DECISION

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to seek Board approval for the development of a
partnership approach toward community cohesion through the Gosport
Partnership.
Recommendation
That the Board approves the development of a community cohesion strategy
through the Gosport Partnership to enable the Council and its partners to
identify and address areas of local community tensions and promote good
relations between local people.

1 Background
1.1 Central Government requires local authorities to promote community
cohesion within their own service areas and demonstrate a lead role
in promoting community cohesion within their local strategic
partnerships (LSP).
1.2 Local authorities must demonstrate a strategic approach to
community cohesion which meets the needs of their local community.
Most local authorities in the South East already have a community
cohesion strategy or are in the process of developing one through
their local strategic partnership.
1.3 Gosport was identified by Government as an area in need of
community cohesion improvement due to the results from the
General Survey in 2006. In 2008, the Council was given a three-year
area based grant totalling £150k for improving community cohesion.
1.4 Since 2008, the Council along with others, has been required to file
monthly community tension monitoring reports and explain progress
on cohesion initiatives and grant expenditure to the Government
Office of the South East.

2 Report
2.1 The Government states, “Community cohesion is what must happen
in all communities to enable different groups of people to get on well
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together.”
2.2

It recognises that cohesion is something that can only be understood
and built locally, but has produced a framework based on national
research for local authorities and their partners to use to recognise
and understand cohesion issues in their local communities.

2.3 According to national research, community cohesion is based on
three foundations:
• People from different backgrounds have similar life
opportunities
• People know their rights and responsibilities and respect those
of others.
• People trust each other and their local institutions to act fairly.
2.4

Research shows perceptions of cohesion are influenced by many
different factors. Age, ethnicity, culture and income are personal
characteristics and levels of deprivation, strength of local economy,
availability of local services and facilities are community
characteristics. All of these and more contribute to perceptions of
social inclusion and community cohesion.

2.5

These findings have resulted in the Government establishing a range
of National Indicators to measure local community cohesion. Many
of these indicators were measured in the 2008 Place Survey.

2.6 Other key national drivers for developing a local community cohesion
strategy are:
• The Equality Bill- Recently introduced in Parliament, this
legislation will create a new duty on public authorities to
reduce socio-economic inequality. It maintains equality leads
to increased social cohesion which in turn is evidenced by
reduced anti-social behaviour and increased prosperity.
•

Comprehensive Area Agreement – Inequality and people
whose circumstances make them vulnerable are key themes in
which councils must provide evidence and understanding of
how well local priorities express local needs and aspirations,
how well outcomes are delivered and the prospects for future
improvement.

•

Local Area Agreements (LAA) – Themes under Community
Safety and Communities in the Hampshire Local Area
Agreement already includes several national indicators which
measure community cohesion.

2.7 The 2008 Sustainable Community Strategy already contains the
following statement on community cohesion:
“The Borough will be a fair and tolerant place and its residents will
have a strong sense of pride in where they live. People from different
cultures, backgrounds and beliefs will be respected and diversity will
be valued.”
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2.8 Building on this statement, Community Cohesion could be viewed as
a “golden thread” or cross-cutting theme running through the
Sustainable Community Strategy through the existing work of the
LSP sub-groups. Some current work of the sub-groups already
contributes to community cohesion through the LAA national
indicators and other activities.
2.9 The Corporate Plan under People: Strengthening Community
Cohesion states:
2.10 A cohesive community is one where all residents feel they are
respected, treated fairly and have similar life opportunities. Working
with local residents, neighbourhoods and partners, we will strengthen
community cohesion by promoting understanding and good relations
between people from all backgrounds, cultures and beliefs to ensure
a shared sense of belonging and pride in the local community.
2.11 A Council Cohesion Group has developed an approach for Gosport
which aligns strands of existing Council activity supporting cohesion
(equality and diversity, economic regeneration and community
safety), supports the Corporate Plan and fits into the existing
structure of the Gosport Partnership.
2.12 Mapping of data from the Gosport Sustainability Profile, results of the
Place Survey and other new data will be used to identify key
objectives and establish a baseline of current cohesion in Gosport.
2.13 The Cohesion Group will present its initial findings to the Partnership
Board in June with suggested key cohesion objectives and seek
endorsement for the development of a community cohesion strategy
to underpin the existing Sustainable Community Strategy.
2.14 A Community Cohesion Strategy for Gosport should:
• Build consensus around a set of priority objectives and
principles for their delivery.
• Draw together existing activities that contribute to community
cohesion to ensure that activities are joined up and
complement one another.
• Propose and initiate new activities and ways of working that
build on existing ones and respond to gaps in cohesion
provision.
• Pool together existing resources and identify new ones to
respond to emerging areas of community tension.
• Establish robust monitoring mechanisms to measure the
success of cohesion activities.
• Promote a shared positive local identity and sense of
“belonging” among Borough residents.
2.15 With Partnership support, completion of a draft strategy for
consultation among partnership sub groups and networks is planned
by September. Final adoption by the LSP Board is planned by
December.
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2.16 It is proposed that the membership of the initial Cohesion Group will
be supplemented to include officers from partner agencies, following
the tabling of the framework document at the Gosport Partnership in
June. It is intended that the Gosport Partnership will also approve a
mechanism for performance monitoring and management.

3 Risk Assessment
3.1 Strengthening community cohesion is a high priority on
Government’s agenda for public authorities and a central theme in
the Place Survey, new equality legislation, the Comprehensive Area
Assessment and Local Area Agreements. Assessment of a Council’s
performance is now explicitly linked to community cohesion.
3.2 Failure to develop a cohesion strategy risks potential future instability
or increased tensions among Gosport communities if a partnership
approach is not taken to address local concerns and promote good
relations between people.
3.3 Performance against national indicators for community cohesion is
monitored by the Audit Commission. Continued poor performance
could result in Government intervention or further measures being
introduced to ensure the Council is fulfilling its leadership role and
complying with Government guidance on community cohesion.
3.4 Place Survey results, monitored every two years, will continue to
remain low unless the Council and its partners take action to
understand and address perceptions expressed by local residents
about their community.

4. Conclusion
4.1 Approval of a partnership approach to community cohesion through
the Gosport Partnership provides a clear demonstration of the
Council’s leadership and commitment to building a strong and
cohesive community.
4.2 Approval for the development of a community cohesion strategy also
recognises that strengthening community cohesion in Gosport can
only be achieved through the development of a shared understanding
and commitment with our strategic partners.
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Financial Services comments:
Legal Services comments:
Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:

Risk Assessment:

Background papers:

Appendices/Enclosures:
Report author/ Lead Officer:

None from this report.
None for the purposes of this report
Development of a local cohesion strategy
is a SIP Action for the Corporate Policy
and Performance Section.
Development of a local cohesion strategy
under pins the core values of the
Corporate Plan under PeopleStrengthening Community Cohesion
High- Failure to develop a local cohesion
strategy risks possible Government
intervention for continued poor
performance against cohesion indicators,
an increased risk of potential community
tensions and damage to the Council’s
reputation.
Cohesion Reports made to Council
Management Team on 6 March 2008, 25
March 2008 and 12 May 2009.
None
Mandy Baggaley
Principal Policy Officer
Telephone: 02392 545695
Email: mandy.baggaley@gosport.gov.uk
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 8
Board/Committee:
Date of Meeting:
Title:
Author:
Status:

Policy and Organisation Board
24 June 2009
Building Control Partnership - Annual Update and
Annual Review
Building Control Partnership Manager
FOR DECISION

Purpose
This report updates the Board on the progress and financial outturn
of the Building Control Partnership in the financial year ending March
2009.
The report also requests confirmation of the continuation of the
Partnership under the terms of the current legal agreement.
Recommendation
That the contents of the Annual Update and Review Report are noted
and that support for the continuation of the Building Control
Partnership under the terms of the existing Legal Agreement is
confirmed.
Background
The Building Control Partnership (BCP) has now been operational for
approaching seven years. The Partnership agreement, signed in
March 2006, has proved to be a robust and comprehensive
document. The Partnership has made continued progress in
transforming and improving its services, particularly in the areas of
corporate governance, e-delivery and performance indicators, whilst
still delivering an effective and efficient service. The positive annual
financial outturn, taking into account the effects of the economic
downturn and the reduced level of economic activity, reflects a well
managed, successful partnership.
This annual report is presented to the board as part of the legal
agreement and memorandum of understanding.
1.0 Report
2.0 Introduction
2.1 The Building Control Partnership (BCP) provides Building Control
services jointly on behalf of Gosport and Fareham Borough Councils.
The agreement to form this Partnership was originally signed under
seal in October 2002. In March 2006, after the successful completion
of the initial three years, a new Agreement and Memorandum of
Understanding was signed allowing the Partnership to operate under
a rolling contract. The Partnership provides a range of statutory and
advisory services as required under the terms of The Building Act
1984, The Building Regulations 2000 and other associated
legislation.
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2.2 The Partnership provides a non-profit making totally impartial service.
The Partnership operates to the benefit of local council taxpayers and
aims to provide high quality services in accordance with defined,
published levels and in accordance with its published service charter.
2.3 The Partnership is under a duty imposed by the Building (Local
Authority Charges) Regulations 1998 to set charges for Building
Regulation work and be self–financing in this area. Uniquely within
the Local Authority environment, there is full private sector
competition for building control charge earning services.
2.4 The main administration office is situated within the Civic Offices at
Fareham, with a second area office located in Gosport Town Hall.
There is a total of 17 staff employed by either Gosport or Fareham.
Partnership staff are employed on a variety of contractual terms; full
time, part time and job sharing. There are two vacant posts within the
establishment.
2.6 Corporate management of the Partnership is achieved through a
Panel consisting of a nominated councillor and senior officers from
each constituent authority, together with the Building Control
Manager and supporting financial officers. The Panel has a
moderating role in overseeing the activities and performance of the
Partnership. It meets quarterly to review performance, financial
matters, progress and make recommendations about the operation of
the business, including budget and charge levels. The Panel
remains a particularly successful vehicle for managing the workings
of the Partnership and this, in turn, reflects the hard work and flexible
approach of the Panel membership.
2.6 There is also a monthly Officer Group meeting involving both Gosport
and Fareham employees to review progress against Partnership
objectives and receive financial reports. Excellent working
relationships have been developed and maintained within this group.
2.7 The legal basis and memorandum of understanding developed for
the Partnership continues to be viewed as an excellent model for joint
working and has been used as the basis for the formation of many
other partnerships around the country.
3.0 PERFORMANCE
3.1 The performance of the BCP against service objectives is detailed
below.
3.1.1 Development to accord with approved plans
The total number of site inspections carried out for 2008/09 is 11570,
representing a 15% decrease over the number of inspections carried
out in 2007/08 (13693). This is due to reduced numbers of projects
commencing and one vacant surveyor post not being filled.
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3.1.2 Efficiency
Major changes to the personal search service, including charging,
have been implemented and a totally new service area to
accommodate the newly won Hampshire County Council building
control contract (see 5.1 below) has been designed and
implemented.
Although increased from April 2009, Building Control charges remain
firmly in the lower quartile compared to those set by Hampshire
Authorities and, in many cases, are the lowest. Despite being
affected by the general economic downturn, the Partnership still
managed to generate a small year end surplus for reinvestment in
service improvements.
3.1.3 Use regulatory powers in a fair and consistent manner
A total of 40 reports of unauthorised work have been fully
investigated in the last year and 58 Regularisation Applications have
been satisfactorily completed. These applications are made where
unauthorised building work has been carried out and involve
retrospective inspection and approval of remedial works to confirm
compliance with The Building Regulations. One successful
prosecution was undertaken leading to fines and costs amounting to
over £5000 being imposed against a builder who carried out an
unauthorised and dangerously constructed loft conversion.
3.1.4 Ensure an accessible, safe and healthy environment
The percentage of all annual applications (1753) checked within the
targeted timescale of 15 working days from submission has been
maintained at a very healthy 96%. The overall number of applications
received in 2008/09 was 19% lower than the previous year due to the
economic downturn.
Access audits have been carried out on numerous public buildings,
including sheltered housing blocks and public conveniences.
All Gosport and Fareham planning applications have been viewed
and commented on, in respect of access issues, with local access
groups being consulted and involved to further community
engagement.
A total of 29 energy assessments, on new and existing buildings,
have been produced.
The electronic plan submission system has been successfully
implemented and is proving increasingly popular.
The quality management system has been annually externally
audited, approved and re-registration confirmed with BSI under the
new ISO9001-2008.
3.1.5 Emergency response service
All reported dangerous structures, including out of hours incidents,
have been attended and made safe within agreed timescales.
3.1.6 Effective postal addresses
Administrative processes utilize the Business Process Management
System, giving improved turnaround times and allow for customers to
track the progress of their applications. The system is fully focused
on providing timely addresses for new and existing properties and to
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ensure visitors, postal /other deliveries and the emergency services
can locate the correct property.
4.0 STAFF, RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
4.1 The BCP establishment has been carefully monitored throughout the
year to ensure staffing levels are appropriate for the workload. Two
part time administrative posts have been vacated due to retirement
and resignation after maternity leave. Additionally, a District Building
Surveyors post has not been filled after the post holder moved into
private practice. As a further measure, the flexibly contracted
consultant Building Control Surveyor has not been employed since
December 2008. The succession planning approach which identifies
key posts, age profiles, potential training, development and career
opportunities has been successfully utilised to promote a Principal
Surveyor into the new role as client manager for the Hampshire
County Council contract.
4.2 It is anticipated that the employment of a contracted part time
surveyor for the provision of flexible additional surveying resources
will prove useful in the event of an upturn in workload.
5.0 COLLABORATIVE WORKING AND PARTNER COMPANIES
5.1 In March 2009, after competing against nine private sector building
control providers, under a tender advertised in the Official Journal of
the European Union (OJEU), BCP was awarded a four year contract
to supply Hampshire County Council (HCC) with Building Regulation
and training services for all their new and altered buildings in
Hampshire and also for all Berkshire Fire and Rescue building works.
5.2 This contract is likely to be an important source of income and
requires BCP to work collaboratively with up to 18 other local
authorities to provide consultancy advice, plan examination, site
inspection and training services across a wide geographical area.
BCP will co-ordinate overall service provision with the local authority
where the work is being undertaken providing site inspection
services. (See Appendix E for a full briefing note on this contract).
5.3 The success of the BCP is further reflected in the eighteen local
companies who have requested to become Partner companies; an
increase of three during 2008/09. This arrangement allows the BCP
to provide these companies with plan checking and advisory services
for all Building Regulation applications anywhere in England and
Wales. Partner companies have provided an important source of
income in respect of BCP achieving a positive financial out turn in
2008/09.
6.0 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
6.1 The BCP continually monitors its performance against service levels
that have been set after asking customers what they require. The
service levels published in the partnership charter are substantially
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above statutory timescales set out by legislation.
6.2 Direct contact is made with a variety of key customers to canvas their
views on the services they receive. Customer comments are logged
into the report area of the quality system and analysed for potential
areas for improvement.
6.3 All partner companies (see 5.3 above) are allocated a managing
surveyor who acts as a focal point for all communications between
the company and the Partnership. This arrangement has proved to
be very successful and allows direct and continuous feedback to be
gathered.
6.4 Evidence from the very low number of complaints, increasing
numbers of customers seeking partner company arrangements,
together with positive feedback from customers and the stable
market share enjoyed by the Partnership, firmly indicates high levels
of customer satisfaction.
6.5 A full questionnaire programme targeted at architects/designers and
agents was completed in 2008/09. The results (see appendix D)
confirm high levels of satisfaction with service provision and
standards. The results of this exercise are being used to re-evaluate
and where necessary adjust service levels and priorities.
7.0 BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION AND E-DELIVERY
7.1 Several major projects involving mobile working, electronic
applications, business process management systems, web site
development, Ocella software development and the use of tablet PCs
have been completed or are underway, with agreed funding from
surpluses generated by the Partnership. The BCP already complies
with over 66% of the national PARSOL (Planning and Regulatory
Services on Line) e-delivery standards. Ambitious and detailed
project plans are in place to build on this progress which will ensure
that the Partnership continues to make the best use of technology to
improve its standards of service delivery and efficiency.
7.2 To date, no additional funding other than the normal annually agreed
BCP budget has been required to finance these improvements. It is
anticipated that previous surpluses together with additional self
generated funds from the next three years will be sufficient to achieve
the key areas of transformation identified in the project plan in
respect of mobile and home working, electronic service delivery and
consultation with internal and external bodies.
7.3 The new Building Control Partnership website is now online and can
be viewed at www.buildingcontrolpartnershiphants.gov.uk. The site
will be fully linked to both the Fareham and Gosport Borough main
websites. The information contained within the website, together with
the online services is likely to reduce the number of direct office
enquiries made into the BCP offices.
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7.4 A completely new on-line monitoring and reporting system has been
developed to service the needs of the HCC contract, allowing all
parties to access projects where they have an interest, and to input
site inspection records and check progress. Records are
automatically stored into the existing BCP Ocella application system.
8.0 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
8.1 The BCP continues to face a diverse and challenging environment.
Together with the economic situation, BCP is in the unique position of
being the sole agency with formal construction enforcement powers
within the local building industry and being in full competition with the
private sector Approved Inspectors for all categories of Building
Regulation work. There is also an operational requirement to set
charges and ensure that building control activities are self financing.
8.2 The volatile nature of the construction industry and its acknowledged
position as being a gauge on the health of the national economy,
together with the fluctuating level of interest rates, means that annual
prediction of income can never be a precise science. The depressed
economy has badly affected the Building industry and confidence
across all sectors of construction remains low. Income and
application number levels from within in Gosport and Fareham are
likely to be at least 20% lower than the 2007-08 levels The next
financial year is consequently likely to be more challenging in terms
of charge generation and maintaining the establishment in order to
ensure the BCP is in a strong position to benefit when the economy
improves.
8.3 The experience gained in tendering and winning a major new client,
Hampshire County Council, can be built upon and used as a basis for
winning other contracts with other large corporate or public bodies.
The contract itself is likely to generate increasing charge income as
the "Schools for the future" programme is implemented in Hampshire.
8.4 A continued programme of efficiency generation is being maintained
with areas such as Energy Rating Services, postal naming and
numbering, demolitions and access auditing being examined for
opportunities to generate additional income.
8.5 The rate of progress in improving the E-delivery processes in BCP is
likely to be affected by the financial performance of the partnership
but by targeting resources and the investment budget at identified
essential development areas, the agreed programme will be
maintained.
8.6 Annually, there are many new and evolving legislative responsibilities
reflecting the continued use of new Building Regulations to achieve
Government policy, particularly in respect of new energy efficiency
and sustainability standards.
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8.7 The complexity and scope of these new responsibilities needs a
flexible and experienced workforce to regulate the construction
industry locally and ensure compliance with the required standards of
health and safety. An example is the new hot water safety and
efficiency measures that are due to be introduced in 2009.
8.8 The option of expanding the BCP with the addition of other adjacent
Building Control services remains as an opportunity to gain further
economies of scale, improve efficiency, allow for the employment of
specialised posts, such as structural engineers and marketing
professionals, improve local consistency and service standards, gain
a larger more flexible employee base and provide better training and
career opportunities. However, full analysis of the benefits and risks
would need to be undertaken to ensure that the current high level of
service provision and development was being maintained.

9.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
9.1 There are no unbudgeted costs arising from the BCP. The positive
financial outturn for the year 2008/09 is shown in Appendix A. This
represents a very successful year, given the reduced overall level of
building work in the Partnership area and the country in general.
9.2 The Building (Local Authority Charges) Regulations 1998 stipulate
that charges should be set at a level to generate sufficient income to
match and cover expenditure. Guidance and circulars from central
Government and external auditors clearly indicate that the building
control service should set budget and charge levels with the aim of
breaking even and any surpluses generated must either be reinvested in service improvement or be reflected in lower charge
levels. There is an overriding requirement for the service to break
even over any three year rolling period.
9.3 Within this context, the budget and charge setting process has, to
date, been focused on managing and mitigating surpluses and
ensuring the constituent councils could not be regarded as acting in a
manner that is ‘ultra vires’ or beyond the powers granted under the
terms of the charge regulations.
9.4 Since the BCP began, in February 2003, it has made surpluses
totalling over £250,000. These have been allocated back to each
authority on the ratio basis of actual fee income for each financial
year.
(On average, about 65/35 to Fareham and Gosport
respectively) and are held either in reserve or in an investment
futures account. Surpluses have enabled the Partnership to maintain
charges at a comparatively low level and to finance a programme of
continual business transformation and to progress the E-delivery
project plan. Appendix A - Partnership final out-turn - 2008/09 provisional figures shows that £25,529 has been allocated out of this
account for service improvements in the last financial year.
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9.5 Despite introducing targeted charge increases in April 2009, the
annual benchmarking exercise carried out against Hampshire
building control authorities places the Partnership charge levels in the
lower quartile for all types of building work and the lowest for many
categories of work.
9.6 The existing systems for close financial and performance monitoring
of the Partnership will continue to be undertaken and reported at the
monthly officer meeting and quarterly Member Panel.
9.7 The E-delivery project plan, endorsed by the Partnership Panel, sets
out proposed expenditure over the next three years, in order to
further transform and improve the BCP.
9.8 The plan is a flexible template for future investment of surpluses and
is based on an annual investment of £30,000 to achieve all the
identified elements. Flexibility is built into the plan by identifying
essential/critical actions against important actions to allow for the
budgeted/targeted surplus not being achieved in any year.
9.9 Due to the low level of surplus generated in 2008/09, some actions
identified for the forthcoming year may not be possible, but it is
anticipated that the overall programme targets will still be achieved.
10.0

Risk Assessment

10.1 See Risk Assessment (Appendix B) and Partnership Risk Register
(Appendix C). The level of risk associated with the Partnership has in
all cases, except loss of income, been mitigated to Level 4 low or
Level 5 very low.
10.2 The unknown effects and length of the economic downturn mean that
the risk of loss of income remains at level 2. Mitigating actions such
as seeking additional partnering agreements, identifying efficiency
savings and additional chargeable services together with other
budgetary savings and charge increases have already been
implemented.
11.0 Conclusion
11.1 The BCP continues to provide high quality services at below average
charge levels. Performance indicators across all service areas show
continuous improvement and the establishment structure has
already proved to be capable of providing the necessary resources
to cover variations in workload and employee numbers. The financial
performance of the Partnership has been severely tested in 2008/09
but has still produced a surplus together with lower than budgeted
expenditure.
11.2

The capability, professional image and performance of the BCP has
been confirmed during the year with the award of the HCC Building
Control Contract, won back from the existing private sector provider
and in open competition with nine other Approved Inspector
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companies.
11.3

The Building Control Partnership (BCP) has now been operational for
approaching seven years. The Partnership Agreement, signed in
March 2006, has proved to be a robust and comprehensive
document. The Partnership has continued to make good progress in
transforming and improving its services, particularly in the areas of
corporate governance, e-delivery and performance indicators, whilst
still delivering an effective and efficient service. The positive annual
financial outturn continues to reflect a well managed, successful
partnership.

11.4 It is proposed that the Partnership continues under the terms of the
current Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding.
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Financial Services comments:
Legal Services comments:

Service Improvement Plan
implications:
Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment:
Background papers:

Appendices/Enclosures

Report author/ Lead Officer:

See 9.0 above
The Council has the power to enter into
partnership arrangements such as the
Building Control Partnership.
Nil
Nil
See appendices B and C
(1) Partnership service plan 2008/09
(2) Partnership surplus and investment
summary
(3) E-delivery project plan.
Appendix A-Partnership final out-turn2008/09-provisional figures
Appendix B-Risk assessment
Appendix C- Building Control Partnership
risk register
Appendix D- Results of agents
questionnaire 2008
Appendix E- Briefing-Hampshire County
Council-OJEU contract for the provision of
a Building Control Services Framework
John Shaw
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APPENDIX A
PARTNERSHIP FINAL OUT-TURN - 2008/09 – PROVISIONAL FIGURES
Partnership Revised
Estimate Period 13
2008/2009

Actual Period 13
2008/2009
£

£

Income
Building Regulation Charges
Other Fees and Charges
SLA Charges to FBC
SLA Charges to GBC
Transfer From Futures Account

499,500
14,500
254,100
157,900
37,200

456,181
18,664
256,948
138,007
25,529

Expenditure
Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Internal Recharges
Capital Charges

683,800
0
12,400
71,500
45,300
150,200
0

631,542
0
12,394
57,226
49,000
138,573
0

0

6,593

Surplus / -Deficit
Transfer of DSO Surplus FBC
Transfer of DSO Surplus GBC
Share of Surplus / -Deficit

4,376
2,217
6,593
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RISK ASSESSMENT

Description

APPENDIX B

Potential Risks

Comments

Impact
Implications in relation to:
•

achieving Corporate
Objectives and Priorities

•

Corporate Governance
Responsibilities

CORPORATE
OBJECTIVES

No significant risks.

Service provision is focussed on
achieving the relevant corporate
objectives and priorities of both
Councils.

No significant risks.
PARTNERSHIPS

Implications for any existing
partnership arrangements

Potential
Opportunities

Comments

No significant
opportunities.

Potential future
opportunities.

The Partnership is seen as a
successful model that may
benefit from the addition of
other partners.

Examination of all
service areas for
opportunities to
increase charge
income.

Partnership Rated as “Good”
in joint 2007 Audit.

Risks or opportunities for new
partnerships

Implications in relation to:

FINANCIAL

•

Budget Constraints

•

Funding

•
•

Contractual
Obligations or Penalties
Use of Land or Assets

Providing budgeted
income is achieved in
the next financial year
no unbudgeted
expenditure will be
incurred

The Partnership has a very robust
financial monitoring and reporting
system together with a series of
mitigation measures in respect of
the current economic downturn.

The Partnership has recently
signed a 4 year contract with
Hampshire County Council
which will boost income levels.

Description

Potential Risks

Comments

Impact
Implications in relation to:
•

Statutory or
discretionary powers

•

National Legislation
(e.g. Human Rights,
Equal Opportunities, Race
equality etc)

•

Failing to comply with
legislative requirements of
service

•

Potential litigation
action

LEGAL

No significant risks.

Implications in relation to:
•

Organisational change

•

Employee policies and
conditions

•

PERSONNEL

•

Skill availability
Training and
Development

No significant risks.

Potential
Opportunities

The Partnership Agreement,
memorandum and ISO9001 Quality
management ensure low level of
risk.

No significant
opportunities.

The Partnership Agreement and
memorandum, together with the
revised staffing and training
structure, ensure low level of risk.

Potential future
opportunities.

Comments

To investigate a
comprehensive solution to
addressing the differences in
employment packages
received by Partnership
employees.

Description

Potential Risks

Comments

Impact
Implications in relation to:
•

SERVICE

•

the operation of the
service

•

the need for Change
Management

•

Competitive advantage
of the service

•

Technological impacts

•

Innovation

•

•

HEALTH & SAFETY

performance targets

No significant risks.

The Partnership is pursuing an
ambitious programme of business
transformation and is subject to
annual external audit of objectives,
business standards and procedures
by BSI.

Potential
Opportunities

Potential
opportunities.

Comments

To maximise the
implementation of e-delivery
standards.

The needs of
residents, businesses or
visitors to the Borough
Social inclusion

Implications for the Health &
Safety of the Public,
Employees or Members

No significant risks.

The Partnership has jointly agreed
and endorsed Health and Safety
policies.

No significant
opportunities.

Implications in relation to:

CRIME &
DISORDER

•

Council’s Section 17
Obligations

•

Community Safety

No significant risks.

Implications in relation to:

ENVIRONMENTAL

•

Sustainability

•

Public Health

No significant risks.

The Partnership has comprehensive
and robust enforcement powers and
procedures.

Potential future
opportunities.

The potential further extension
of The Building Regulations to
cover security in buildings
may provide opportunities.

Potential future
opportunities.

The potential further extension
of the Building Regulations to
cover sustainability in

Description

Potential Risks

Impact
•

EQUALITY AND
DIVERSITY

Comments

Potential
Opportunities

construction may provide
opportunities.

Physical risks

Implications in relation to:
•
Inclusion
•
Equality of access
and opportunity
•
Cohesion
•
Diversity

Comments

No significant risks.

Potential future
opportunities.

BUILDING CONTROL PARTNERSHIP RISK REGISTER
Risk
Risk Ref
16
19
13
14
17
11

7

8
2
4
5
9

10
12
15
3
1
6

Loss of Income [NEW]
Claims against the Partnership
[NEW]
Unequal conditions of
employment could result in an
impact upon the service.
Adjacent authorities forming
Partnerships
Failure to meet HCC Partnering
contractual obligations [NEW]
Cultural differences or changes
require change in direction of
partnership
Unclear or inaccurate financial
budget, forecasts and Investment
Programme. [AMENDED]
Incorrect and no flexibility to
change levels of human
resources
No clear long term plan on
direction of the partnership.
Partnership agreement is not
clear, legally sound or does not
match objectives
Inadequate unclear or differing
corporate governance procedures
Management processes and
reporting structures are not
established or understood
Roles, responsibilities and
accountability of officers and
panels are not clear
Exit strategy for partners is
unclear or inappropriate
Loss of Partnering agreements
Lack of cooperation, trust or
agreement between partners and
their employees.
Reason and objectives for
partnership not clear
Financial - Performance
Management arrangements are
inadequate

Assigned
Risk
Manager
JOHN
SHAW
JOHN
SHAW

APPENDIX C
PreCategory

Post
Category)

2

2

4

4

4

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

JOHN
SHAW

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel

5

5

BCP
Panel
PAULINE
SEATON
JOHN
SHAW
Gosp Fare
Councils

Gosp Fare
Councils
BCP
Panel
JOHN
SHAW

APPENDIX D- Results of agent's questionnaire 2008
The questions shown on these sheets were sent to agents who
submitted Building Regulation applications to the Partnership during
2007. The analyses shown is based on a response rate of 32%

Q1.How many applications have you
Submitted during the last 12 months

3% 1application
15% 2-5

1
2
5 or more
82% more than 5

Q2 Have you telephoned the Building Control
Partnership?

No
3%

Yes
No
Yes
97%

Q3) In General, when you telephoned, how satisfied were you with:
a)The time taken to answer your call

6% neither
satisfied or
dissatisfied

42%
satisfied

52% Very
satisfied

1
2
3

b) How satisfied were you with the ability of staff to
deal with your queries

33%
satsified
1
2
67% Very
satisfied

Q4) If the person you telephoned was not
available did they return your call if requested

On most
occasions
32%

On some
occasions
3%
Always
On most occasions
On some occasions

Always
65%

Q5) In respect of Building Regulations comments you have received
from us, how much do you agree or disagree with the following
statements?
a) The comments are clear and understandable

30% slightly agree

1
2
70% strongly agree

b) The level of detail requested by our surveyors is reasonable

9% neither agree nor disagree

2
3
33% agree

4
58%strongly agree

c) The comments made are valid

6% neither
agree or
disagree

39% agree

55% strongly
agree

1
2
3
4

d) It is clear which Approved Document the comments refer to

6% neither agree or disagree
3% slightly disagree
1
2
3
4
64% strongly agree
5

27%
slightly agree

e) The comments made are helpful

6% neither
agree or
disagree
27% agree

1
2
3
67%
Strongly
agree

4

6. In respect of comments made by our Structural Engineer, how much
do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

a) The comments are clear and understandable

14% Neither agree or disagree
11% slightly disagree

54%
Strongly agree

21% agree

1
2
3
4

b) The level of detail requested by our Engineer is reasonable

4% strongly
disagree
46% strongly agree
4% slightly disagree
25% neither agree nor disagree

21% slightly agree

1
2
3
4
5
6

c)The comments made are valid

4% slightly
disagree
21%
neiither
agree or
disagree

4%
strongly
disagree

46%
Strongly
agree

25%
slightly
agree

d) It is clear which British Standard, code of practice
or Building Regulation the comment refers to
7%
strongly
disagree
11%
7%
neither
agree or
disagree

49%
strongly
agree

26%
slightly
agree

e) The comments are helpful

21%
neither
agree or
disagree

4%
strongly
disgree

54%
Strongly
agree

21%
slightly
agree

7) How satisfied were you
with the

length of time

taken to process your
application
6% Neither satisfied or dissatisfied
42% satisfied

52%
Very satisfied

8) Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the Building Control Partnership
in each of the following areas:

a)Added value to the finished product

21%Neither
satisfied or
disatisfied

43% very
satisfied

36% satisfied

b)Applying the Regulations professionally

3% neither
satisfied nor
disatisfied
24% satisfied

73% very
satisfied

C) Being helpful and
responsive
6% neither
satisfied nor
disatisfied
24% satisfied

70% Very
satisfied

d) How satisfied overall were you with the way your
Building Regulation applicationwas handled

18% satisfied

3% neither
satisfied nor
disatisfied

79% Very
satisfied

9) Do you feel it would be useful for the Building Control Partnership to
offer any of the following?

a)The option for a faster plan approval service
based on a higher fee
9% Not very
useful

15% not useful
at all

33% useful
43% very
useful

b) Fully certified Energy rating service at a
competitive price
6% not useful
at all
6% not very
useful
42% useful

46% very
useful

c) Greater use of E-mail for corresponding with
applicants

24% Not very
useful

3% not useful
at all

24% very
useful

49% useful

d) Technical seminars on current construction
legislative aspects

36% Useful

64% very
useful

e) Fully electronic application submission and
processing
9% not useful
at all

21% not very
useful

27% very
useful

43% useful

11) How important do you feel are the following features of a Building
Control Services?

a) Cost of service

3% Not
important at all
16% not very
important

41% very
important

40% important

b) Public accountability

31% not very
important

69% very
important

c) Quality of service

19% important

81% very
important

d) locally based

3% not very
important

41% important
56% very
important

e) Impartiality

53% important

47% very
important

f) Non profit making service

19% not very
important

3% not at all
important

34% very
important

44% important

g) Clearly defined inspections carried out at all key
stages

35% important

65% very
important

h)One stop shop advice at one point

3% not very
important
35% important

62% very
importany

Comments Received
1) If you introduce a faster service for more money- this would not be
marketable to my clients- would this result in the normal fee paying
customers going to the back of the queue?
2) Seminars on Building Regulation Applications (i.e. how to ensure
Regulations are applied to that specific situation) Some areas of
approved documents are grey within their application.
3) The shared reception area for planning and building control is far too
small and is a disgrace- it should be at least doubled in size, on a
safety issue to prevent people having to climb over other people and
bags to get to the desks and to respect individuals privacy.
4) Electronic applications.
5) Keep up the good work.
6) Service very good can not see how it could be improved.
7) Would like to see “in house” structural checking.
8) The service has greatly improved in terms of quality and time.
9) I would appreciate knowing the case officers E-mail address and a
definite decision date for the work- so we can update our clients.
10) The service you carry out is very good. Maybe worth offering “one
surveyor” for all plan checking.

11) We have worked with you for more years than I came to remember and
have always required good advice- hope it continues.
12) Consideration be given to the fees applied to plans inspection and site
inspections, perhaps a two tier method could be implemented.
1) reduced fees for the individual who wishes to have an extension/
alteration/ garage etc, and
2) A higher rate for building companies that are concerned with the large
new build projects.

APPENDIX E

Briefing-Hampshire County Council-OJEU contract for the
provision of a Building Control Services Framework
Introduction:
For the past eight years, Hampshire County Council has procured Building
Control services under a single supplier framework contract from one private
sector source. This contract is now being re-tendered.
Framework users under this contract:
Hampshire County Council (HCC), Hampshire Fire and Rescue, Royal
Berkshire Fire and Rescue, Reading Borough Council-foundation, voluntary
aided and controlled schools.
Services required:
Pre-submission consultancy, Plan checking and approval, Site inspection and
certification, staff training
Tender key dates:
• Submission of tender: 26th November 2008
• Commencement date of new contract: 1st April 2009
• Contract duration: Four years
Current Service provider
For the last eight years, Butler and Young approved inspectors
Current income to Local Authority Building Control from HCC
Zero
Current position:
The Building Control Partnership (BCP), a joint service serving Fareham and
Gosport Borough Councils was invited to tender for this contract having
passed through the pre-submission selection process. There were four private
sector approved inspector companies and BCP on the final list.
Tender structure:
Building Control Partnership (BCP)-Fareham Borough Council as host
authority with Partner Authority assistance from all Local Authority Building
Control services in Hampshire and else where covered by the contract
Fundamental requirements of the contract:
Single point of contact, service delivery in HCC offices, collaborative working
to provide full consultancy service, value added services, continuous
improvement and project feedback, service consistency and flexibility,
provision of training to HCC property services, single financial billing system,
training for HCC staff.
The ability to provide these services, together with the necessary
infrastructure, skills and experience is already contained within BCP and the
Hampshire group of Local Authority Building Control services.

Estimated Fee income:
HCC estimate fee income of between £250 000-£300 000 per annum. The
income will be split between BCP and the participating Local Authorities in the
following way:
• 25% of total income per individual project to cover Pre-submission
work, plan checking and approval
• 25% of total income per individual project to cover project
management, contract and financial management and provision of
training services.
• 50% of total income per individual project invoiced at completion of
project by individual authorities for site inspection of works within their
boundaries.
Basis for Tender evaluation:
The BCP tender was evaluated against the following criteria with sub
weighting as follows
• Management and resources 15%
• Collaborative working
7.5%
• Site inspection procedures 10%
• Quality assurance
7.5%
• Health and Safety
5%
• Example project scenario 10%
• Performance management
5%
and KPIs
• Fees and charges
40%
Resources to service contract:
• Pre-submission -BCP- From within the existing establishment-a team
of three experienced and qualified Chartered Building Control
surveyors together with the necessary administration support. One
surveyor will act as overall client manager
• Plan checking- BCP-As above + support as required from two named
surveyors each from the Building Control services of
Southampton/Eastleigh Partnership, Winchester City Council, East
Hants District Council, Havant Borough Council. Services provided via
SLA under the Partner Authority scheme
• Site inspection: By collaborative working under the Partner Authority
scheme, the Local Authority where the project is being constructed will
provide surveyors to inspect the project in accordance with the project
inspection framework produced by BCP. Records and certification will
be sent to BCP giving one point of access for HCC and to allow for
project co-ordination and analyses for feeding back to HCC
• Training to meet the needs of HCC property services - BCP and
through Local Authority Building Control (LABC) training programmes
Additional resources required for BCP
• Development of an existing BCP principal surveyor onto Area team
manager grade to fulfil role of Client Manager
• Additional Consultant services to ensure adequate cover within BCP for
those surveyors engaged in HCC work (e.g. the existing consultant
employed by BCP is under contract for up to 3 days per week +

•

consultancy agreements pending for two other experienced and
qualified Building Control Surveyors). These contracts will not
guarantee any minimum amount of hour's consultancy to any of the
respective consultants but will provide flexible additional resources that
can be matched to workload.
Increased professional indemnity premium to cover this additional work
- to be determined with Zurich

Communication:
It is envisaged that the contract will be administered using electronic
submission and transfer of applications and documents, by pin access to BCP
web based records and case tracker, e-mail, e-bulletins, e-forums, mobile and
remote working and by direct on site contact with the HCC design team.
Partner authority scheme:
By Council resolution, every Local authority in Hampshire, Reading and
Berkshire has already agreed to participate in the Partner Authority scheme.
The scheme allows a client to Partner with a single or group of Authorities to
enable all their projects to be checked by the chosen authority with the
inspection function being carried out locally by the authority where the project
is located. This existing arrangement is crucial to the success of this bid and
will represent county wide collaboration for the first time to provide Building
Control services to a very large client.
BCP has extensive experience operating in the role of host Authority to large
companies and currently has fifteen Partner Companies that benefit from this
scheme. Across Hampshire, there are approaching one hundred companies
of all sizes already partnered with Local Authorities.
Benefits of this contract:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large potential income from a public body that is likely to be less
affected by the depressed economic outlook
Local authority involvement in community buildings across the county.
A deeper relationship with the County Council on climate change and
sustainability improvements in capital projects.
Local authority interaction with local and regional businesses involved
in design, engineering and contracting.
Inspection income will be shared by all Local Authorities in Hampshire
providing a new source of income that currently goes to a private
company
Opportunity for succession planning within BCP-the BCP client
surveyor will be in line to replace existing senior staff who will be
retiring in the next four years
Opportunity to further develop client manager and training skills within
BCP together with providing a more varied workload on larger building
projects for surveyor development
Will promote and develop the use of the development team approach
involving other internal and external Local Authority services.
Will promote and develop collaborative working between all Hampshire
Building Control Authorities
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SUMMARY OF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This report sets out the background to the requirement for members to
approve the 2008/09 Statement of Accounts, which is shortly to be made
available for public inspection and audit, together with some brief notes on the
Statement and outturn position
Recommendations
1.

Members are recommended to receive and approve the Statement of
Accounts for the financial year ending 31 March 2009.

2.

The Board note the revenue variances detailed in Appendix C.

3.

The Board note the capital programme slippage detailed in Appendix D

4.

The Board note the write offs approved under delegated authority at
Appendix G

1.0

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To recommend the approval of the Statement of Accounts for 2008/09.

2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

The Accounts and Audit Regulations issued by the Secretary of State
for the Environment set out the requirements for the production and
publication of the annual Statement of Accounts.

2.2

It is currently a requirement that a committee or the Council should
approve the Statement by the end of June following the financial year
end with publication following by the end of September.

2.3

This report and the Statement of Accounts meet the 2008/09 reporting
requirements. It should be noted that the prompt year end closedown
and reporting of accounts is challenging and requires materiality
judgements and some estimates.

2.4

Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be scrutinising the budget
outturn at their meeting on 23rd July.

3.0

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

3.1

A copy of the Statement of Accounts will be sent to board members
under separate cover.

3.2

The audit of the accounts will be undertaken by the Council’s external
auditors (Mazars) over approximately four weeks from 27h July and any
material changes that may be necessary will be reported back to a
future Board. The accounts will then be published and despatched to
all members at the earliest opportunity once the Auditors have signed
them off.

3.3

The Statement of Accounts for 2008/09 reflects the revised reporting
and accounting requirements encompassed in the SORP 2008 (the
mandatory statement of recommended practice that all local authorities
must adhere to) and this in turn builds on previous revisions in the
SORP 2007. There will continue to be further changes over the next
few years as public sector accounting moves towards IFRS
(International Financial Reporting Standards) and the Government’s
Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) agenda.
The IFRS accounting changes that are now being finalised nationally
affect all local authorities and public bodies. They are substantial and
will be onerous for the organisation to implement.

3.4

The published Statement of Accounts is aimed at a wide audience and
the finance unit welcome interest and questions from all readers. A
more “user-friendly” summarised version of the accounts will be
published in September.

3.5

The accounts will be available for public inspection from 13th July 2009
to 7th August 2009 and the Council’s auditor will be available from 10th
August to receive questions from any Gosport local elector.

3.6

Appendix A to this report summarises the key outturn figures for the
General Fund, Housing Revenue Account, Capital Programme and
Reserves arising from the 2008/09 accounts. These are considered in
more detail below.

4.0

GENERAL FUND AND WORKING BALANCE

4.1

The Council’s revised budget for 2008/09 included a contribution to the
General Fund working balance of £30,000 and a contribution from the
9/2

Revenue Financing Reserve of £52,850. These transfers were made
as budgeted.
The revised budget also included an allocation from the Housing and
Planning and Development Grant (H&PDG) of £210,890, being
£120,890 towards salary costs and £90,000 towards capital funding.
The salary cost contribution was transferred as budgeted and the
£90,000 capital contribution was left unallocated due both to
uncertainty over the amount of H&PDG in 2009/10 and the level of
capital slippage into 2009/10.
The General Fund was underspent by £307,290 which has been
allocated to the Revenue Financing Reserve in line with Council policy.
This figure is, however, inclusive of revenue budget carry forwards of
£67,050 which will be paid for in 2009/10.
4.2

Appendix B summarises the actual expenditure and income figures for
2008/09 by Board and Service.

4.3

Appendix C sets out a summary of the main variances that comprise
the £307,290 underspend with the major ones being considered below.
Variances that are the result of capital charges for depreciation,
impairment or ‘revenue expenditure charged to capital under statute’
(formerly deferred charges) are not included as they are offset by
transfers within the accounts and consequently have no direct effect on
expenditure.

4.4

Concessionary Travel – an overspending of £57,440 on the farepass
element of the budget reflecting bus operator charges and usage for
2008/09.

4.5

Homelessness – additional net service costs of £24,630

4.6

Benefits – subject to the external audit certification of the subsidy grant
claim, lower than expected (net of subsidy) costs of £87,580.

4.7

Net interest receivable was budgeted at £697,730 with the actual net
interest received being £667,140, a decrease in income of £30,590 due
mainly to the substantial reduction in interest rates since 2008.

4.8

A “one-off” adjustment to the statutory Minimum Revenue Provision
has been included in the accounts has been included in the accounts
saving £86,330.

4.9

The net saving in administration recharges to General Fund services is
£159,590 which comprises salary savings of £102,680 and other non
salary net savings of £56,910.

4.10

Those variations from 2008/09, both positive and negative, that are
likely to continue into the current financial year will be reviewed as part
of the budget process for 2010/2011 and, where necessary, will be
reflected in budget monitors.
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5.0

RESERVES

5.1

The General Fund working balance at 31st March 2009 is £890,000 as
projected in the Budget Report for 2009/10.

5.2

The Revenue Financing Reserve at 31st March 2009 is £757,120
which exceeds the forecast balance of £449,830 by £307,290 because
of the underspending outlined above. This balance will, however, be
reduced by the revenue carry forwards of £67,050.

6.0

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

6.1

The Housing Revenue Account was forecast to have a revenue deficit
of £259,000 for 2008/09 and a revised account balance of £417,550 at
31st March 2009. The actual position for the year was a deficit of
£186,580, an underspending of £72,420, with a resulting account
balance of £489,970 at 31st March 2009.

6.2

The main variations were reduced expenditure of £97,910, largely
attributable to an underspend on the response repairs programme and
an improvement in allocating capital expenditure costs, offset by
reduced income of £25,490, mainly due to reduced service charge
income and a small increase in write offs.

7.0

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

7.1

The revised Capital Programme for 2008/09 was budgeted at
£7,746,000. The actual capital spend reflected in Appendix A is
£6,860,720 an underspending of £885,280.

7.2

Scheme slippage, to be carried forward into 2009/10 and which is
largely covered by the underspending, has been identified as
£1,043,600. Appendix D gives a detailed list of the 2008/09
programme, expenditure and slippage.

7.3

The budget process for 2010/11 requires a close examination of the
capital programme and its funding. The Council’s ability to support its
capital investment from in house or external sources together with the
revenue consequences of borrowing - both interest costs and minimum
revenue provisions for the repayment of debt – are major factors
affecting Council Tax levels.

6.0

TREASURY MANAGEMENT

6.1

At 31st March 2009, the Council had investments of £8.7 million,
including £7 million invested with banks and building societies and £1.7
million short term investments with the money market placed through
the Council’s Global Treasury Fund and Corporate Deposit Account.
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6.2

Long term borrowing is £11 million with an additional £3 million being
taken from the PWLB at favourable rates in October in line with policy
and the need to fund the Council’s future capital programme.

6.3

The Council was therefore in a net borrowing position of £2.3 million at
the end of the financial year.

7.0

COLLECTION FUND

7.1

The surplus on the collection fund, which reflects income from Council
Tax and Non Domestic Rates together with the spending requirements
of Gosport Borough, Hampshire County Council, Hampshire Police
Authority and the Hampshire Fire and Rescue Authority is £392,000.
This is lower than forecast and reflects less new properties being
completed and backdated tax band reductions.

7.2

The rates of Council Tax and Non Domestic Rates collection for
2008/09 were 96.9% and 98.7% respectively (97.0% and 98.7% for
2007/08). The collection patterns and histories are shown in
Appendices E and F.

8.0

WRITE OFFS

8.1

Under Financial Regulations, the Borough Treasurer has delegated
authority to approve write offs up to £10,000. These are summarised
on Appendix G for the year to April 2009 along with the previous year
for comparison.

8.2

Whilst the 2008/09 figure is significantly higher than 2007/08, this
includes a high level of Homelessness related debt write offs for which
provision was made in the revised budget.

8.3

Future quarterly budget monitors for P&O Board members will include
an update on ongoing write off levels.

9.0

RISK ASSESSMENT

9.1

The Council’s published budgetary risk assessment listed the following
budget areas as having (depending on their nature) high to low risks of
occurence with varying potential impacts on the Council’s financial
position.
Homelessness
Housing Benefits
Gosport Market Income
Maintenance and Administration
Land Charges Income
General Income
Inflation
Insurance
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Concessionary Fares
Net Interest Income
Vacancy Savings
9.2

The variances detailed in section 4 generally fall within these
categories which, while endorsing the accuracy of the risk assessment,
also highlights the need to further improve monitoring and control of
these areas.

10.0

CONCLUSION

10.1

This report summarises the contents of the Council’s Statement of
Accounts (subject to audit) for 2008/09 and recommends its approval
by members.

Financial Implications:

As set out in the report and
contained within the Statement of
Accounts for 2008/09.
The Council is required to
approve the Statement of
Accounts for 2008/09 by 30 June
2009.
This report and the Statement of
Accounts reflect both service
improvement plans and the
corporate plan.
Ditto.
Section 9 of the report
Final Accounts working papers
A Outturn 2008/09 – Summary
B Outturn 2008/09 – By Board
and Service
C General Fund Variances
D Capital Programme 2008/09 –
Summary
E Council Tax collection
F NDR collection
G Write Offs
John Norman

Legal Implications:

Service Improvement Plan
implications:

Corporate Plan:
Risk Assessment:
Background papers:
Appendices/Enclosures:

Report Author/Lead Officer
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF ACTUALS 2008/09
REVISED
2008/2009
£

ACTUAL
2008/2009
£

VARIANCE *
£

GENERAL FUND
Community & Environment

7,240,420

7,151,738

(88,682)

533,800

557,925

24,125

5,166,520

4,833,786

(332,734)

12,940,740

12,543,449

(397,291)

Transfer to / (from) GF Working Balance
30,000
Transfer to / (from) Revenue Financing Reserve
(52,850)
Transfer to / (from) Revenue Financing Reserve - GF Surplus
Transfer to / (from) H&PDG
(210,890)

30,000
(52,850)
307,291
(120,890)

0
0
307,291
90,000

12,707,000

12,707,000

0

259,000

186,578

(72,422)

Housing
Policy & Organisation
Total Net Expenditure

Budget Total

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT
Net Deficit / (Surplus)

REVISED
2008/2009
£

ACTUAL
2008/2009
£

VARIANCE *
£

CAPITAL PROGRAMME
Housing - HRA

3,676,000

3,800,630

124,630

895,000

806,902

(88,098)

Community & Environment

2,003,000

1,506,099

(496,901)

Policy & Organisation

1,172,000

747,087

(424,913)

Total Programme

7,746,000

6,860,718

(885,282)

Housing - GF

* Note : the figures in brackets denote an underspending
Actual
01-Apr-08
£

Revised
31-Mar-09
£

Actual
31-Mar-09
£

GF - WORKING BALANCE
As a % of Estimated Budget 2006/07

(859,999)

(889,999)

(889,999)

GF - REVENUE FINANCING RESERVE
Variation

(502,683)

(449,833)

(757,124)

HRA - REVENUE ACCOUNT BALANCE
Variation

(676,545)

(417,545)

(489,967)

APPENDIX B

GENERAL FUND - OUTTURN 2008/2009 - BY BOARD AND SERVICE

Gosport Market
Cemetery
Leisure & Culture
Waste
Streetscene
Concessionary Travel
Landing Stage
Misc Environmental & Transportation
Environmental Health Services
C&E BOARD

Expenditure

Income

£

£

Net
Expenditure
£

Revised
Budget
£

Variance *
£

29,646
218,662
2,825,259
1,839,221
1,979,783
1,552,243
33,186
726,861
803,460
10,008,320

(95,076)
(177,598)
(601,113)
(341,007)
(737,689)
(385,718)
(2,300)
(475,108)
(40,973)
(2,856,582)

(65,430)
41,063
2,224,146
1,498,214
1,242,094
1,166,525
30,886
251,752
762,487
7,151,738

(92,190)
54,710
2,267,270
1,501,750
1,270,500
1,114,050
31,250
304,020
789,060
7,240,420

26,760
(13,647)
(43,124)
(3,536)
(28,406)
52,475
(364)
(52,268)
(26,573)
(88,682)

857,802
65,638
1,640,777
2,564,217

(781,905)
(1,225)
(1,223,162)
(2,006,292)

75,897
64,413
417,615
557,925

64,000
69,740
400,060
533,800

11,897
(5,327)
17,555
24,125

Registration Of Electors
Local Land Charges
Mobile Home Park
Housing Benefits
Local Taxation
Marketing & Tourism
Economic Prosperity
Community Safety
Development Services
Depot (Landlord Account)
Licensing & Registration
Priddy's Hard
Assistance To Voluntary Orgs
Corporate & Civic Expenses
Miscellaneous Services
Other Corporate Areas
P&O BOARD

168,679
145,968
47,685
18,188,415
5,632,149
123,423
497,313
682,808
1,005,410
92,878
257,991
491,867
443,651
1,998,104
894,607
(894,298)
29,776,650

(2,000)
(142,404)
(94,377)
(17,928,836)
(4,931,009)
0
(189,321)
(336,653)
(317,698)
(112,630)
(135,780)
(157,148)
(13,470)
2,094
(161,134)
(422,498)
(24,942,865)

166,679
3,564
(46,692)
259,579
701,140
123,423
307,992
346,155
687,712
(19,752)
122,211
334,719
430,181
2,000,198
733,473
(1,316,796)
4,833,786

178,700
15,580
(56,940)
315,000
783,310
127,570
321,800
400,890
803,180
(43,880)
147,850
333,940
242,140
2,113,640
398,330
(914,590)
5,166,520

(12,021)
(12,016)
10,248
(55,421)
(82,170)
(4,147)
(13,808)
(54,735)
(115,468)
24,128
(25,639)
779
188,041
(113,442)
335,143
(402,206)
(332,734)

TOTAL FOR ALL BOARDS

42,349,187

(29,805,738)

12,543,449

12,940,740

(397,291)

Home Improvement Grants
Private Sector Housing
Homelessness
HOUSING BOARD

* Note : the figures in brackets denote an underspending compared to the revised budget

APPENDIX C

GENERAL FUND VARIANCES
REVISED
2008/2009
£
COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT BOARD
Leisure & Culture
Open Spaces
Open Spaces
Maintenance of Grounds
Open Spaces - Contract Payments
Leisure Grounds Maintenance - Other Contractors
Play & Childcare
Supplies & Services - Conbns to VO's & Equipment
Income - Grants Addit Funding fr Childrens Fund
Waste
Waste Collection/Recycling (contract)
Waste Collection/Recycling Income (various)
Streetscene
Car Parks
Premises - Notice Boards & Signs & NDR
Income - Fines, Permits & Fees
Gosport Market
Income from Hughmark
Income from GBC collections
Public Conveniences
Premises- Repair & Maintenance, Vandalism, Water
Street Cleansing
Third Party Payments
HCC Grass, Trees & Shrubs
Premises - Treework
Streetscene Depot Costs
Premises - Gas, Electricity & Rent
Concessionary Travel
Farepass
Misc Environmental & Transportation
Footway Lighting
Premises - Lamp Columns & Electricity
Highway Agency Adm Deficiency
Contribution to HCC
Hampshire County Council
Bus Station
Rents
Environmental Health Services
Commercial - Food Safety - Court case costs
Pollution & Environment - Pest control expenses
Pollution & Environment - Pest control income

HOUSING BOARD - GENERAL FUND SERVICES
Homelessness

POLICY AND ORGANISATION BOARD
Local Land Charges

1

ACTUAL
2008/2009
£

VARIANCE
£

30,000

23,000

(7,000)

49,560

15,770

(33,790)

20,430
(810)

30,110
(10,070)

9,680
(9,260)

1,380,090
(210,560)

1,394,086
(221,401)

13,996
(10,841)

53,940
(508,560)

44,481
(491,887)

(9,459)
16,673

(122,390)

(90,360)
(4,716)

32,030
(4,716)

31,870

21,629

(10,241)

25,900

10,978

(14,922)

43,050

31,618

(11,432)

23,550

12,997

(10,553)

867,620

925,055

57,435

27,880

16,280

(11,600)

0
(98,150)

5,208
(110,650)

5,208
(12,500)

(28,000)

(34,998)

(6,998)

0
6,050
(6,050)

10,138
1,350
(7,887)

10,138
(4,700)
(1,837)

1,585,420

1,570,731

(14,689)

(208,960)

(184,326)

24,634

(208,960)

(184,326)

24,634

APPENDIX C

GENERAL FUND VARIANCES
REVISED
2008/2009
£
Income - Fees & Charges
Income - NLIS searches
Mobile Home Park
Special Maintenance
Housing Benefits
Rent Rebates - payments net of subsidy
Rent Allowances - payments net of subsidy
Council Tax Benefits - payments net of subsidy
Local Taxation
Discretionary Relief
Court Cost Income
Economic Prosperity
Economic Prosperity Initiatives
Testbed
Impact AIF Claim
Economic Development Initiatives
Income - Grant
Impact Project
Marketing & Tourism Initiatives
Income - Grant
Economic Prosperity LABGI
Miscellaneous
Environmental Improvements
LABGI Yr 3 Additional
Income - LABGI GRANT
Marketing
Marketing & Tourism Initiatives
Income - Balance C/Fwd
Neighbourhood Initiatives
Economic Development Initiatives
Income - Grants
Development Services
Building Control Service
Building Control Partnership Charge - Various
Development Control
Planning Appeal Costs
Planning Fees
Conservation & Design
Repair & Renovation Grants
Buildings at Risk
Consultants - HCC Contribution for study 07/08
Depot (Landlord Account)
Electricity
Miscellaneous Services
Staffing & Other Spend to Save Costs
Bad Debt Provision
Other Corporate Areas
Audit Fees
External Interest Receivable
HRA Item 8 Transfer
MRP
Capital Funding from revenue
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VARIANCE

ACTUAL
2008/2009
£

£

85,500
66,100

93,834
48,377

8,334
(17,723)

0

6,000

6,000

40,000
(30,000)
0

14,571
(45,225)
(46,924)

(25,429)
(15,225)
(46,924)

38,000
(250,000)

48,643
(243,655)

10,643
6,345

5,000

0

(5,000)

68,000
(68,000)

44,150
(44,324)

(23,850)
23,676

15,870
(18,490)

0
(1,990)

(15,870)
16,500

33,580
20,000
92,510
(166,090)

0
0
0
(18,400)

(33,580)
(20,000)
(92,510)
147,690

22,940
(22,940)

5,040
(5,040)

(17,900)
17,900

14,850
(10,850)

5,000
(1,000)

(9,850)
9,850

165,000

140,130

(24,870)

(14,680)
(210,000)

315
(228,418)

14,995
(18,418)

14,800
6,400
6,550

5,033
0
0

(9,767)
(6,400)
(6,550)

14,500

23,961

9,461

14,000
0

81,706
14,455

67,706
14,455

91,220
(697,730)
(156,420)
85,400
90,000

100,337
(667,139)
(158,844)
(932)
0

9,117
30,591
(2,424)
(86,332)
(90,000)

APPENDIX C

GENERAL FUND VARIANCES
REVISED
2008/2009
£

ACTUAL
2008/2009
£

VARIANCE
£

(654,980)

(830,339)

(175,359)

ADMIN

8,613,250

8,453,661

(159,589)

ALL OTHER VARIATIONS

3,606,010

3,623,722

17,712

12,940,740

12,633,449

(307,291)

TOTAL
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APPENDIX D

CAPITAL PROGRAMME SUMMARY 2008/2009
EXPENDITURE
TO BE
FINANCED
£

SCHEME

REVISED
BUDGET
2008/09
£

SLIPPAGE
CR=to 2009/10
DR=fr 2009/10
£

HOUSING BOARD (HRA)
KC/TH
KC/TH

LA Tenants DP Grant
Improvements to Stock

50,000
3,750,630

50,000
3,626,000

0
0

Board Total

3,800,630

3,676,000

0

Social Housing
Steane Contribution to PHA
Disabled Facilities
Housing Renewal

194,600
300,000
294,997
17,305

245,000
300,000
300,000
50,000

(50,400)
0
(35,000)
(32,700)

Board Total

806,902

895,000

(118,100)

35,285
1,283
29,269
514,209
720
22,942
0
82,593
12,700
13,590
18,787
0
15,691
(2,395)
7,439
58,421
0
474
158,310
0
0
3,388
0
5,240
12,576
8,531
0
(550)
4,314
16,388
42,046
16,328

53,000
1,000
27,000
500,000
1,000
29,000
16,000
135,000
18,000
10,000
15,000
78,000
5,000
0
10,000
57,000
5,000
140,000
272,000
5,000
20,000
2,000
10,000
0
15,000
7,000
4,000
0
4,000
15,000
95,000
17,000

(17,710)
0
0
14,210
0
(6,060)
(16,210)
(52,410)
0
0
0
(78,000)
0
0
0
0
0
(139,530)
(113,690)
(5,000)
(20,000)
0
(10,000)
0
(2,420)
0
(4,000)
0
0
0
(47,220)
0

HOUSING BOARD (GF)
KC/TH
KC/TH
TC/TH
TC/TH

COMMUNITY & ENVIRONMENT BOARD
JB
GW
DM
MW
SL
AG
GW
GW
MW
MW
AG
AG
AG
DD
SR
SR
SR
AG
RH
AG
AG
AG
AG
GW
AG
AG
AG
AG
DD
AG
SR
AG

Aid to Voluntary Organisations
Town Centre Historic Parks
Alver Valley
Replacement Landing Stage
Bastion No 1
Rowner Cricket Club - fencing upgrade
St Vincent Artificial Turf Pitch
Holbrook Recreation Centre - replacement
Alverstoke Flood Protection
Sea Defence Strategy Study
L-O-S Embankment Regrade
New Cemetery
Open Space Security Measures - Parks
Amenity Lighting - Contribution to HCC Scheme
Waste Recycling - Project Integra Contribution
Waste Performance & Efficiency Grant
Falklands Gardens - New Public Convenience
Brookers Field - drainage to 4 football pitches
High Street Refurbishment
Tukes Avenue Playing Field - Facility Upgrade
Privett Park Tennis Courts - surface upgrade
Elson Recreation Ground - Football Pavilion, Pavings, Footways
Nobes Avenue - Play Area, Equipment Renewal
Privett Park Pavilion
Improvement Works to Solent Gardens
Stokes Bay Paddling Pool - Increased Height Railings
Fairway Play Area Equipment
Forton Recreation Ground - pathway & teenshelter
Falklands Gardens Taxi Rank
Stokes Bay & Lee Promenades - maintenance of promenade etc
Car Park resurfacing & upgrading
Bridgemary Bowling Club - fencing upgrade
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APPENDIX D

CAPITAL PROGRAMME SUMMARY 2008/2009
EXPENDITURE
TO BE
FINANCED
£

SCHEME

AG
AG
AG
AG
GW
DD
SR
SR
SR
DM

Cherque Farm - provision of play areas
Tukes Avenue - Play Equipment Upgrades
Nobes Avenue - Play Equipment Upgrades
Bridgemary, Elson & Leesland - Play Areas
Alver Valley BMX Track
Bus Shelters - A32 Purchase (14)
Disabled Toilets refurbishment
Stokes Bay Central Car Park - repairs,
Brockhurst Roundabout
Provision of Petanque Facility

REVISED
BUDGET
2008/09
£

SLIPPAGE
CR=to 2009/10
DR=fr 2009/10
£

103,148
63,285
496
42,733
74,453
0
44,398
85,728
11,636
2,640

65,000
50,000
3,000
43,000
76,000
70,000
50,000
80,000
0
0

38,150
0
(2,500)
0
(1,550)
(70,000)
(5,600)
0
0
0

1,506,098

2,003,000

(539,540)

CCTV - General Replacement
Priddys Hard
Mobile Home Park
Westfield Road Depot
Alverbank Hotel
Bus Station
IT Equipment
Town Hall Major Repairs

16,108
22,875
36,090
0
13,689
16,178
329,479
312,669

10,000
62,000
43,000
22,000
25,000
16,000
492,000
502,000

6,110
0
(6,910)
(22,000)
(11,310)
0
(162,520)
(189,330)

Board Total

747,087

1,172,000

(385,960)

6,860,718
0

7,746,000
0

(1,043,600)
0

Board Total
POLICY & ORGANISATION BOARD
JO
MP
MP
MP
MP
KL
KL

Total all Boards
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APPENDIX E

COUNCIL TAX COLLECTION RATES

120

100
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
Target

% collected

80

60

40

20

0

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November December

January

February

March

2002/03

11.38

20.60

29.39

38.62

47.53

56.82

67.05

76.23

2003/04

11.55

20.51

29.73

39.11

48.24

57.66

67.51

76.55

84.71

93.88

95.86

96.81

85.07

94.15

95.88

96.96

2004/05

11.74

20.90

30.04

39.24

48.36

57.73

67.36

2005/06

11.35

19.93

29.71

38.87

48.08

57.41

67.05

76.51

85.10

93.93

95.66

96.59

76.11

84.71

93.91

95.56

96.82

2006/07

10.93

20.28

29.48

38.63

47.88

57.39

2007/08

11.16

20.50

29.72

38.95

48.20

57.41

67.12

76.19

84.90

94.15

95.87

96.97

67.10

76.21

84.89

93.95

95.89

2008/09

11.12

20.51

29.73

39.01

48.16

97.00

57.60

67.32

76.38

85.41

94.58

95.91

96.88

Target

10.93

20.29

29.49

38.64

47.89

57.41

67.14

76.21

84.93

94.18

95.90

97.00

APPENDIX F

NDR COLLECTION RATES

120

100
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
Target

% collected

80

60

40

20

0

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November December

January

February

March

2002/03

25.44

34.61

43.43

52.07

59.08

65.64

75.31

82.22

2003/04

24.29

37.87

49.19

56.68

63.97

70.74

76.98

83.51

88.96

96.78

96.62

98.37

91.03

96.86

97.54

98.66

2004/05

29.72

44.75

52.19

58.01

64.23

71.19

78.33

2005/06

32.32

44.31

51.46

58.72

65.44

71.95

78.31

84.74

90.89

96.42

97.50

98.10

84.56

90.90

96.78

97.89

98.58

2006/07

34.17

43.25

52.32

59.13

66.01

71.40

2007/08

31.64

41.40

47.77

55.66

62.73

69.02

76.14

82.54

88.63

95.01

96.70

97.92

76.30

83.36

89.99

96.08

97.30

2008/09

31.11

40.37

47.56

54.12

61.23

98.71

67.81

75.90

82.52

88.97

95.65

97.08

98.67

Target

31.57

41.31

47.67

55.54

62.60

68.87

76.14

83.18

89.80

95.88

97.09

98.50

APPENDIX G

CUMULATIVE WRITE OFFS UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY

2007/08
£

2008/09
£

Council Tax

22,371

95,325

NNDR

88,798

60,283

37,820
34,296

46,466
142,719

Sundry Debtors

61,223

83,398

Housing Benefits

24,671

46,842

269,179

475,033

Housing Rents

TOTALS

HRA
GF

